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Carroll Promises No New Taxes
On State In Wednesday Address
, FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Promiliimg th steer the state on a
"prudent fiscal course," Gov. Julian
Carroll said he will not raise taxes or
impose any new taxes on Kentuckians.
The governor delivered his message
Wednesday night to a joint session of
the 1976 General Assembly.
He stressed fiscal responsibility
throughout the 45-minute speech,
echoing the theme of his inaugural
address, and he drew applause from the
legislators when he said he will apply
"common sense for the common good."
The state will not have to ask the
federal government to help us manage
our financial affairs, he said. The
lawmakers applauded politely. But
they cheered and applauded en-
thusiastically when the governor told
them, ''neither will we readily accept
senseless mandates upon our state,
such as forced busing," which he said
wastes taxpayers' money.
During the first half of Carroll's
speech shouts and stamping feet could
be heard from outside the House
chamber, where some 200-anti-busing
demonstrators had assembled. Guards
blocked the entrance to the chamber.
Carroll ignored the disturbance, he
never dropped a word, even when
clearly audible chants such as "Hell no
we don't bus" were heard. But later he
said he was disappointed by the protest.
He said the power given the governor
by the general assembly to appropriate
surplus revenue "is one of the most
destructive policies ever inflicted on




WASHINGTON (API — Richard M.
Nixon's lawyers say they will appeal a
federal court decision upholding the
government's claim to possession of
millions of documents and tapes from
Nixon's 51/2 years as president.
A special three-judge federal court
ruled unanimously Wednesday that the
government and not Nixon should
decide on public access to 42 million
documents and 820 reels of tapes, in-
cluding those played during the
Watergate cover-up trial and im-
peachment hearings of the House
Judiciary Committee.
However, the judges ordered that the
documents and tapes, except for
limited purposes, remain locked up
pending a Supreme Court appeal.
In denying Nixon's bid to regain




Solicitation of students at entrances
and exits to registration at Murray
State University is no longer being
permitted except for persons
representing activities considered to be
a part of university operations.
A new policy on the campus prohibits
selling, soliciting, promoting, peddling,
or advertising on the university
property during the registration period.
Among university operations listed as
exceptions are the approved Student
Health Insurance carrier, Student
Government Association, linen service
contractor, and University Bookstore.
Other approved student
organizations may, with permission of
Dr. Frank Julian, vice-president for
student development, sell tickets or
promote their activities in the lobby of
the Waterfield Student Union Building
at times other than during registration.
Registration for the spring semester
at Murray State began today and will
continue through Friday.
the three-judge court said that if Nixon
were to review the record of his White
House years, there is "always some
risk that those items that might paint a
different picture from the one he would
like to report will be subject to
destruction or alteration, or otherwise
be unavailable to various government
agencies and members of the public."
The ruling upheld a new federal law
providing public access to the
materials. The judges said government
archivists should screen the materials
to ensure that Nixon's rights to privacy
are preserved, and determine what
should be made public.
He reminded the lawmakers that
Kentucky's constitution gives them the
power of appropriation of funds and
said, "while I am governor that is
where I intend to keep R."
He said the knowledge that when the
money runs out, the governor can give
them more money" has discouraged
state agencies from setting clear
priorities or managing their finances
responsibly.
"Average citizens cannot arbitrarily',
increase their take home pay when
cost of living goes up, and the state-
should be no different." he said.
Carroll said he will veto a bill (in-
troduced by Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-
Lexington ) to allow the governor tsi,
make surplus appropriations with
approval of the Interim Committee
Appropriation and Revenue, and
said he also would veto any
legislation that "seeks to delegate ar.
evade the general assembly's
responsibility to appropriate revenue. "7-
That also drew applause from
legislators.
The governor said he would present a —
budget to the legislature in the next few
weeks, and said he would welcome and
encourage suggestions from the
legislative branch. Many legislators
said afterward they were pleased by
the governor's gesture and said it
represented a departure from the
traditional way the budget has been
handled.
Carroll said the budget would not
allow revenue bonds to be used for
capital construction if they required
future appropriations to retire prin-
cipal and interest. And he said he will
request appropriations to authorize
unsold issues, in order to reduce the
annual debt retirement to a level where




BEDFORD, Ind. (AP) — It's not your typical diet, but people say it work,
First, you stick a staple in your ear. The rest is easy.
Doris Craig explains it this way: "Honey, I've been on every diet there is
to be known. I've been on the Mayo diet, eggs and grapefruit, and anything
else you can name and I haven't been able to lose an ounce."
But the so-called "staple method" worked for her like nothing before.
Mrs. Craig said she and four others went to a doctor in Brazil, Ind., in Oc-
tober and had staples inserted in their ears for $10 each. All subsequently
have reported losing weight.
"It didn't hurt near as bad as getting your ears pierced," she explained
"I'd rather have a staple put in my ear than take a shot."
The staple, inserted with a staple gun, is in her right ear, above the ear
hole and around a cartilage ridge.
Dr. S.R. Farid, who performed the operation, said he learned of the
method 18 months ago from a doctor in California and has since inserted
1,700 staples. He said he is compiling information on how successful the
technique has been.
The 139-pound Mrs. Craig says she has lost 16 pounds since the staple-
insertion.
"All you have to do is touch the staple and move it a hair," she said. "Just
move it and work it around and it just keeps you from getting hungry. It
must be a nerve or something that cuts down your appetite."
Of course, during the Christmas holiday period, Mrs. Craig adopted a han-
ds off policy toward the stapled ear. "I just refused to touch my ear over
Christmas," she said.
Her goal is to lose 19 more pounds. Then, she said, she'll have the staple
removed.
Minority Votes To Open Rules
Committee Meetings To Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
minority party in the state Senate has
voted to open meetings of the powerful
Rules Committee to members of the
press but the Democratic caucus,
which will decide the issue, won't take
up the matter until next week.
The Kentucky Senate met briefly
Wednesday before adjourning to join
representatives in the House chamber
for Gov. Julian Carroll's state of the
commonwealth address.
Both chambers have been occupied
this week with housekeeping chores and
no bills have been acted on as yet.
However, Sen. Tom Garrett, D-
Paducah, the majority leader, said the
Senate may vote Friday on a measure
which would allow candidates for
elective office to act as their own
campaign treasurer.
Linder current law a person cannot
Vile papers necessary to become a
candidate until a campaign treasurer is
named.
The bill, approved by the Senate
Committee on Elections and Con-
stitutional Amendments, would allow a
candidate to act as his own campaign
treasurer if his designated treasurer
died, resigned or was removed from the
position.
Sen. Walter Baker, chairman of the
Republican caucus, rose Wednesday to
announce the group had voted
unanimously to open meetings of the
committee to the press.
Then Garrett stood up, pulled his
microphone to his lips and said,
straight-faced, that "we presently are
contemplating opening the Rules
Committee to the press but closing it to
the Republicans."
Sen. Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove, the
president pro tern of the Senate, said
after adjournment that the Democratic
caucus would meet on Tuesday to vote
on opening the Rules Committee's
meetings.
Prather said he personally favors
opening the meetings.
Garrett, contacted after the Senate
adjourned, commented about a bill he
has filed which he said is designed to
settle a controversy raised by the
passage last November of a judicial
amendment to Kentucky's constitution.
His bill would require fiscal courts of
each county to continue to furnish "to
the circuit court clerks and the circuit
courts the same space and facilities and
the same financial support as were
furnished by such fiscal courts prior to
Jan. 1.
A special legislative committee
which has been working on proposals
for implementation of the judicial
amendment has failed to reach
agreement on whether fiscal courts are
still required to finance the circuit
courts.
"There is some question that it is net
included in the judicial article,''
Garrett said, referring to local funding
of circuit court facilities, "This would
clarify that."
The judicial amendment created a
four tier court system but only the
Supreme Court, Court of Appeals and
circuit courts are affected this year
Details regarding the establishment of
a system of district courts will be
ironed out later during a special session
of the legislature to be called by the
Governor before Dec. 31,1977.
BOOK RETURNff—Now this may not be the classiest book return any
library ever had, but it certainly does the job, according to Calloway Coun-
ty Librarian Margaret Trevathan. Mrs. Trevathan did say, however, that
some library patrons complain that it just doesn't seem right to put books
returned after hours in a trash can. Maybe it won't be for long, as progress
is continuing on the new addition to the Calloway County Public Library.
Staff Pilot° by David Hull
Audubon Film-Lecture
Series To Continue At
Murray State Tuesday
"Yosemite: An Ecological Visit" is
the title of a film and lecture to be
presented by Eben McMillan at Murray
State Universty Tuesday, Jan. 13, as
the third in a series of programs by the
National Audubon Society on the
campus this year.
Scheduled at 7 p. m. in the auditorium
of the University School, the lecture-
film sponsored by the Department of
Biological Sciences is open to the public
at no admission charge.
A full length motion picture ( ap-
proximately 90 minutes), the Audubon
Wildlife Film shows the wide variety of
plant life in the Yosemite Valley. as
well as the species of wildlife that make
that area their home.
An explanation is also given of the
geological processes that shaped this
spectacular area in Central California
on the west slope of the Sierra Nevada
Range—how the slow movement of
great ice packs carved, smoothed, and
gouged the deep canyon, polishing the
granite face as they went.
Among the forms of wildlife in the
film are the great grey owl, the water
ouzel, black bears, marmots, and the
coyote. And, from the Sonoran Life
Zone, with its dry warm climate, up
into the Arctic Alpine Zone of glacier
and biting winds, the variety of plant
life in Yosemite is unique.
Although other parts of California
had already become well known, it was
the mid-1880s before the beauty and
grandeur of the Yosemite Valley with
its seemingly bottomless chasm and
magnificent waterfalls was unlocked to
travelers and tourists.
John Muir, writer, philosopher, and
naturalist, was one of the early visitors.
Recognizing Yosemite's fragile,
aesthetic qualities, he dedicated his
efforts to the preservation of the area.
His writings brought prominent people
there who encouraged President
Lincoln to preserve the area as
Yosemite National Park.
McMillan, a rancher most of his life
In the Shandon Hills of Central
California, is also a biologist and
ecologist by avocation. He has
produced a number of films that show
the knowledge he has gained from a life
to the earth.
SLEEPY T1A4f —The marmot or woodciiuck, this one fat and ready for an
extended hibernation period of 6 to 8 months, is one of the species of
wildlife to be featured in the Audubon Wildlife Alm entitled ''Yosernite: An
Ecological Visit" to be shown at Murray State University Tuesday evening,
Jan. 13. Ebel, McMillan will deliver the lecture that is given with the film




Icy roads closed schools in the
Calloway County School System today,
but city schools remained open as most
streets were passable.
Roads and highways across Ken-
tucky were snow covered with icy spots
this morning, forcing schools to close
across the state, according to state
police.
Most interstate highways had at least
one lane clear, officers said, but
otherwise driving was hazardous.
However, no serious accidents had been
reported this morning.
Kentucky from one inch of snow
accumulation in the western part of the
state, ranging up to four inches in the
east, with heaviest snowfall in Nor-
theast Kentucky. Olive Hill had four
inches and Grayson five inches, most in
the state.
The National Weather Service said
snow flurries in Eastern Kentucky
could deposit another inch today, but
said for the most part the snow had
ended.
State police said "most" counties in
Kentucky had closed school for the day.
Among those officially reported closed
this morning were:
—ALen, Barren, Bath, Bell, Boyd,
Buthtt, Butler, Caldwell, Carroll,
Carter, Clark, Edmonson, Elliot, Estill,
Gallatin, Grayson, Greenup, Hardin,
Hart, Henry, Jefferson, Knox, Isrue,
Laurel, Lawrence, Lewis, Lyon,
Meade, Metcalfe, Monroe, Mon-
tgomery, Muhlenberg, Ohio, Oldham,
Powell, Shelby, Simpson, Spencer,
Trimble, Warren, Washington, Wolfe.
Bone-chilling cold continued to hover
over much of the northern half of the
nation today as the Midwest dug out
from up to six inches of snow and the
upper South and Northeast dealt with
sleet and freezing rain.
Hazardous driving conditions in the
affected areas led to hundreds of ac-
cidents and at least four deaths.
Below zero temperatures were
reported Wednesday in cities
throughout Kansas, Missouri,
Oklahoma and North and South Dakota.
Winds of more than 30 miles per hour
blew the newly fallen snow in many
areas into drifts two and three feet
deep. Coupled with icy and snow-
covered highways, travel was
extremely hazardous in many sections
of the Midwest.
"It hasn't been a serious snowfall,"
said Phil Shideler of the National
Weather Service in Topeka, Kan. "The
main problem has been blowing and
drifting in the northeast" part of
Kansas.
Scattered school closings were
reported in the Kansas, Missouri North
Carolina and Oklahoma.
Snow continued to fall in parts of
Pennsylvania today, where two persons
were killed in traffic accidents Wed-
nesday on ice-slickened roads in the
Philadelphia area.
State and local police reported dozens
of traffic accidents.
The storm was expected to dump up
to six inches of snow in western Pen-
nsylvania and as much as a foot in the
Northeast.
"It's a mess, a sheer sheet of ice. I
couldn't tell you how many collisions
we've had," said State Police Sgt.
William Karvois, referring to the
Schuylkill Expressway in Philadelphia.
Two other persons were killed
Wednesday on icy roads in North
Carolina.
Police in Washington, D.C., and
suburban Maryland and Virginia
reported 420 nonfatal traffic accidents
on Wednesday during the morning rush
hour as freezing rain created nasty
driving conditions.
Freezing rain also covered most of
Alabama on Wednesday, and driving
conditions were hazardous.
The National Weather Service in
North Dakota predicted temperatures
today would hit 30 degrees below zero.
However, warmer temperatures
were forecast for Friday, when the













Clear and very cold tonight, with Icre
5 to 10. Partly cloudy and cold agar
Friday, with highs in the mid 208. Fair
and cold Saturday
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Members of Cub Scout Pack 57 presented with Awards and their Den Chiefs at recent monthly meeting are left to
right, front row, David Moffett, Jimmy Parrish, Buddy Simmons, Harry Weatherly, Larry Adams, Brian Doyle; back row,
Jon Noffsinger, Kenny Parrish, John Taylor, Scott Summerville, Bret Waugh, Rusty Wright and Tim Burchfield.
Photo by Gerald Carter
The monthly meeting of Cub meeting was opened with the
Scout Pack 57 was held Flag Ceremony and a




The home of Mr. and Mrs.
David Valentine of Puryear,
Tenn., Route One was the
setting for a surprise family
gathering, Dec. 29, 1975,
honoring Mr. and Mrs.
Lawson Paschall on their
golden wedding anniversary.
Those present for the oc-
casion were the David
Valentines, Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
Valentine, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Valentine, Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Paschall, Mr.
and Mrs. Barshal Doran, Mr.
and Mrs. T. C. Paschall,
Charles Richard Valentine all
of Puryear, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Barrera of St.
Louis Mo.; Miss Patty
Thurmond, Mrs. Dan Parker
and Mitzi, Mrs. Donald
Hughes and Heither, all of
Murray; and Jimmy
Valentine of Paris, Tenn.
The couple gracefully
opened and acknowledged the
many gifts that were so
beautifully designed for a
golden anniversary.
Lawson Paschall, son of the
late Joe L. Paschall and Ida
Stevens Paschall, and Beulah
Valentine, daughter of the late
Charlie Valentine and Bertha
Snider Valentine were
married Dec. 19, 1925 at
Puryear by the late Squire
Sim Foster. Their attendents
were C. T. Valentine, brother
of the bride, and Miss Lucy
West.
Mr. and Mrs. Paschall are
now residing at their home in
Puryear after spending
several years in St. Louis, Mo.
Business and industry committee for the March of
Dimes 1976 campaign in Calloway County met at the
home of Ruth Tunick to formulate plans for the drive
which wil be the week of January 12 to 17. Members at-
tending the meeting were (back row left to right) ferry
Fitch, co-chairman, Joan Niffenegger, Joyce Weber,
Anissa Mahloud and Joan Brun. (front row) Cheryl Kat-
chum, Ruth Tunick, co-chairman, and Mary Wells.
Others not present but who will be working in the drive
are: Lynn Johnson, Pat Xcherer, Jackie Overby, Jo Tan-
ner, Grace Jepson, Tara Byrd, Carol Holcomb, Rose
Farina, Pat George, Brenda Estes, Joanna Adams, Fay
Jacks, Billie Hall, Donna Carr, Katie Hufnagle, Sharon















The group was led in songs
by Chuck Moffett. A skit titled
'Twas the Night Before




awards to the following: Bob
Cat Award to John Lindauer;
Wolf Badge to David Moffett
and Bret Waugh; Bear Badge
to Brian Doyle and Jimmy
Parrish; Silver Arrow to
Rusty Wright; the Out-
doorsman, Athletic,
Citizenship, and Aquanaut to
Larry Adams; the Sportsman
to Tim Burchfield; the Artist
to Harry Weatherly; the
Artist, Craftsman, and
Athletic to Buddy Simmons.
Den Cords were also
presented to the Den Chiefs.
For Den 1 the Den Cheifs are
John Taylor and Scott Sum-
merville from Boy Scout
Troop 45. For Den 3 the den
Cheifs are Jon Noffsinger and
Kenny Parrish from Boy
Scout Tr000 77. Gerald Carter
was also presented with his
Cub Master Badge.
Gerald Carter told the Pack
of the coming meetings which
include in January a Pie and
Cake Auction, February the
Blue and Gold Banquet, and in
March the Pinewood Derby.
The Cub Scouts gave their
Mothers gifts they had made
for them for Christmas.
Fruit and candy and the
Pinewood Derby Kits were
presented to the Cub Scouts.
The meeting was 'closed
with the withdrawal of the
flags. Den 1 won the Cubby





Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Rudolph Geurin
at 1:30 p. m. for the Royal
Service program.
• Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet in
the fellowship hall of the First
Christian Church at 7:30 p. m.
A bicentennial program will
be Presented.
Baptist Young Women of the
Blood River Association will
meet at the Hazel Baptist
Church at seven p. m.
Grove 6126 WOW will meet
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p. m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Council No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.
m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a. m. for senior citizens with
discount cards to be issued at
10:30 a. m., sack lunch at
noon, table games and others
at one p.m. and close at 3:15
p. m.
Senior Citizens of New
Concord and Hamlin areas
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Robert Taylor, Keniana
Shores, at one p. m.
Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 1:30p.m.
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet at
eight p. m. at the United
Campus Ministry building, 202
North 15th Street.
Friday, January 9
North Calloway School PTC
will meet at the school at
seven p. vn. Note change In
date.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F. & A.
M. will meet at the lodge hall
at 7:30p.m.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of





Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and Krogers
will be from 9:30 to 10:30 a.
m., to downtown and Parker's
Grocery from 10:30 to 11:30 a.
m., and to Big K, downtown,
and Parker's Grocery from
12:30 to four p. m. For mor-
ning call 753-0929 by nine a. m.




will have a dance at the
basement of the Fine Arts
Building, Murray State
University, from eight to
eleven p. m. with Arnold
Hearon as the caller.
Benefit country music show
for Karen Brandon will be
held at the old Hardin High
School at seven p. m., spon-
sored by the West Kentucky
Eagle CB Club. Sandwiches
and drinks will be sold.
Admission is one dollar for




will meet at the Kappa Delta
room, Murray, at two p. m.
with Ann Kay Barber as
hostess.
Captain 'Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
American Revolution will
meet at the home of Mrs.
•Gortge Hart at 1:30 p.m.
Sunday, January 11 •
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Crutcher•
will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with an
open house at their home in
the Taylor's Chapel, corn-
munfty near Dover, Tenn.,
from one to four p. m.
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Your advice to "move that cursing myna
bird to the garage, basement or some other isolated place so
people won't be offended by its vulgarity" was strictly for
the birds.
If a bird is isolated for a long period of time, it will become
listless and unhappy. Birds need the sound of a human voice
or the company of other birds to keep them happy and
healthy.
Also, myna birds are tropical birds, and as such, they are
highly susceptible to pneumonia and should be kept warm
and out of drafts. (I lost two canaries in one week by
foolishly placing them in a drafty kitchen.)
Please, Abby, in the name of humanity, print this!
BIRD LOVER
DEAR BIRD LOVER: All right. Here's your letter. Now,
all you folks out there, please keep your birds warm!
DEAR ABBY: My sister and I are now 21 and 19. We are
married now, but when we were young (12 and 10) we were
both sexually molested by our brother-in-law on numerous
occasions. We were never very close to our mother, and we
had no father, so we had nobody to turn to. We were naive
and very frightened, 90 we just kept it to ourselves.
The problem is not ours now because what has happened
is in the past, but this brother-in-law is now the father of
two adopted daughters, ages 4 and 6, and we are afraid that
he might molest them.
How do we go about telling our sister that her husband is
abnormal? Is it too late for us to do anything now to prevent
him from molesting his children?
BEEN THROUGH IT
DEAR BEEN: Try to establish • close relationship with
the two little girls so that they will tell you if their father
takes any indecent liberties with them. I don't recommend
your telling your sister or anyone else. Bringing up the past
now could create an ugly situation needlessly, but do keep
your eyes open!
DEAR ABBY: I've been married for 40 years to a lovely,
compassionate, gentle woman. She's about as near to
perfection as a wife can be. But she has developed a habit in
recent years that has begun to irritate me no end.
If a woman acquaintance dies, my wife develops instant
"compassion" for the widower, and it's, "Let's invite poor
Jim over for dinner, or bridge, or for the evening."
Whenever we have a party, she says, "Don't you think we
should invite poor John? He must be so lonely."
She is the only one among our many friends who has this
type of interest and compassion.
Abby, I have had it. How do I put a stop to it without
appearing to be a jealous husband?
UPSET IN URBANA
DEAR UPSET: Look at it this way: Should YOU ever
find yourself alone, wouldn't you want to be shown the same
compassion and interest?
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
(NV envelope.
Depothnont For How Resources





consumers to beware of a
potentially dangerous lamp
that may still be on the
market.
The United States Consumer
Product Safety Commission
announced that some 40,000
clamp-on-lamps with metal
reflectors, manufactured by
Woods Wire Products, Inc.,
Carmel, Ind. are defective.
When the lamp is plugged
in, the metal spring protecting
the strain at the base of the
bulb socket cap may become
electrically "hot" and create
a shock hazard.
Most of the lamps were sold
in retail stores between April,
1970, and December, 1971, for
approximately $3 each.
The lamp consists of a bulb
socket attached to a bowl-
shaped metal reflector and to
a clamp capable of gripping
the edge of a door, table-top or
other item of furniture. These
lamps are similar to the type
used in photographic studios
or where extra illumination is
required
The lamps in question have
a metal spring at the base of
the socket, surrounding the
power cord and extending into
the base of the bulb socket
cap. The wire usually has a
black vinyl covering, with the
trademark "INDUSTROO B
R" and "300 Volts" printed in
white letters. These two
characteristics will identify
the product, but consumers
PROGRAM INFORMATION
733-3314















should be aware that the




identifying the lamp, con-
sumers should separate the
socket cap from the assembly
and examine the inside of the
socket.
If there is a cardboard disc
between the spring and the
socket assembly, the lamp
does not present the potential
hazard. However, if there is no
such insulator disc, the con-
sumer should call the
manufacturer toll-free at 1-
800-425-9511 (in Indiana call
collect at I-317-844-7262) to
receive instructions on how to
return it.
For further information,
consumers may also call the
Consummer Product Safety
Commission Hotline at 1-800-
638-2666 or DHR's office of
Pesticides and Consumer
Safety, Frankfort at 564-4537.
FINGER SALADS ,
As you're picking out party
food ideas, remember this
appetizer. It's a spin-off from
Waldorf salad with the same
good-eating qualities. Stuff
hollows of celery cut into two-
inch lengths with a mixture of
chopped red apples, chopped
toasted walnuts and
mayonnaise. Squeeze on some
lemon juice for perky taste.
Great for between meal
snacks or as a finger food
salad too.













Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
Teenage Throat
18 Or Older Only
BURT
REYNOLDS








































































































































































Joel Craig Rogers Honored At
Shower At Cunningham Home
Joel Craig Rogers, new
infant son of Jane and Don
Rogers, was honored at a
shower at the lovely home of
June Cunningham on Monday
night, December 29.
The new mother, lovely in a
blue pant suit, was presented
a corsage of blue baby socks
made by Kaye Doran.
Gifts were stacked high on a
table in the living room.
Guests were presented a
booklet, -Welcome to A
Shower," containing games
with Connie White as director.
Those winning prizes were
Margaret Scarbrough, Sara
Johnson, Vicki Kloke, and
others tieing for winning
place.
As the gifts were being
opened by Mrs. Rogers, the
little honoree, Joel Craig,
wearing a red suit, arrived
with his father.
Refreshments were served
from a beautifully appointed
table covered with white lace
over green and centered with
an arrangement of white
gladioli and baby's breath.
Green punch was served by
June Cottrell. Also served
were cakes with each square
decorated differently with






Garland, Kaye Doran, and
Frances Vance.
Those attending or sending
gifts were Mesdames Lillie
Mae Boren, Elizabeth Dalton,
Nadine Beane, Norma Perrin,
Marie Jewell, Thyra
Crawford, Mary Smith, Kay
Outland, Earnestine Garland,
Joyce Hurt, Ann Grogan, Pat
O'Neill, Peg Algood, Margaret
Wilkins, Dianne Dixon, Linda
Witherspoon, Becky Hamp-
ton, Elaine Colson, Carolyn
Halford, Margaret Taylor,
Mary Ellen Goodwin, Sara
Duncan, Sara Johnson, Gayle
Adams, Wilma Billington,
Margaret Scarbrough, Lois
Sanderson, Mary Ann Carter,
Miss Vicki Kloke, the honoree,
and the hostesses.
Mrs. Gerold Paschen Hostess
For South Pleasant Grove Meet
The SO-6th Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club held its
regular monthly meeting on
Wednesday, December 17, at
the home of Mrs. Gerald
Paschall.
At noon a potluck luncheon
was served.
Mrs. Garland Hutson,
president, presided at the
business meeting. Mrs.
Raymond Story, secretary-
treasurer, gave her reports.
Thirteen members answered
the roll call with time saving
household hints.
A review of the book, "Little
House On the Prairie" was
presented by Mrs. Koska
Officers Named
Good Shepherd
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church met at the
church at 1:30 p. m. for the
December meeting.
Mildred Smith, leader,
opened the meeting with
prayer. Songs were played
and members sang with
Emma Knight as the ac-
companist.
New officers for the com-
bined Lee-Olia and Ruth





'Wilson officers are Mildred
mith, chairman, Esther
Pigmon, vice-chairman, Lee
In‘siter, secretary, and Alice
Knight, treasurer.
The group voted to dispense
with lunch at regular
meetings of the Ruth Wilson
.group, voted to continue with
prayer friends to be called
secret pals, and voted toy a
flag for the church.
Gifts were exchanged.
Carols were sung and a poem
was read by Ruth Wilson. The
meeting was closed by prayer
by Mildred Smith.
A lovely holiday lunch was
served by the hostesses, Mrs.
Ruth Wilson and Mrs. Marie
Jacobsma.
Present, not previously
mentioned, were Reba Miller,
Olia Lassiter, Maggie Woods,
Katherine Wilson, Dorothy
• Dunn. and Bertha Young.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Patty Wildey of Murray was





Three visitors present were
Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Paul
Lassiter, and Mrs. Barletta
Wrather.
Other members present
were Mrs. Max Parks, Mrs.
Jackie Butterworth, Mrs.
Ellis Paschall, Mrs. Milford
Orr, Mrs. Viola McReynolds,
Mrs. Nina Craig, Mrs. Preston
Brandon, Mrs. Bob Orr, Mrs.
Luther Downs, and Mrs.
Clifton E. Jones.
The next meeting will be
held Wednesday, January 14,




Absent due to illness were
Mrs. Lee Lassiter, Hazel
Patterson, and Lois Marsh.




people in the Middle East
discovered Yogurt. They found
that when milk was left in a
warm place, it thickened and
developed a different, tart
flavor. More importantly, it
had better keeping qualities
than fresh milk.
From ancient times to the
present, yogurt has been
made by fermentation. In this
process, desirable bacteria
convert lactose (milk sugar)
to lactic acid. The acid causes
milk to curdle or thicken and
creates the tangy flavor. Heat




The home of Mrs. Ruby
Harrell on Fairlane Drive was
the scene of the December




Harrell gave the devotion and
read the minutes. Members
answered the roll call with a
time saving hint. Mrs. Brent
Butterworth gave the
treasurer's report.
Special holiday music was
played by Mrs. Harrell on the
piano. A potluck luncheon was
served at noon.
Those present were Mrs.
Harrell, Mrs. Madrey, Mrs.
Butterworth, Mrs. Johnny
Walker, Mrs. Helen Cole, and
Mrs. Perry Hendon, mem-
bers, and Mrs. Barletta
Wrather, home agent, guest.
The next meeting will be
held Monday, January 19, at
one p. m. at the home of Mrs.
Johnny Walker.
bacteria.
Like milk, yogurt is an
excellent source of calcium,
riboflavin ( B2 ), and protein.
Of these and other nutrients,
yogurt equals milk in value,
cup for cup,- and can count
towards the amount of milk
recommended daily: adults -2
or more cups; teenagers -4 or
more; children -3 or more.
When you look at a con-
tainer of yogurt, you'll find
Important information. The
first words you notice will
probably be the flavor, brand
name, and net weight. Other
facts are (here, too, such as a
listing of ingredients and
nutrition labeling. So, Read
the label!
Cookbooks, especially those
featuring foods from the
Middle East, are good sources
of recipes using yogurt. You




Blend with salad dressing or









cakes, waffles, pies, and other
pastries.
Blend equal parts of yogurt
and milk with fork, wire
whisk, or mixer for a
refreshing drink.
Whip together 1 cup yogurt
and 102 cup cut up fruit with
mixer or electric blender;
drink while frothy.
Substitute 1 cup yogurt for 1
cup cold water in flavored
gelatin.
Make a parfait by alter-
nating layers of yogurt and
fruit - or 14yers • of differ:At- 




Flavor with sugar and dash
of vanilla; top with cinnamon
or grated orange rind; serve
over fruit.
Stir in jam, preserves,
honey, maple syrup, nuts, or
spices.
Use as a dressing for potato
salad or coleslaw.
Serve plain or whith chives




The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
American Revolution will
meet Saturday, January 10, at
1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
George Hart.
Capt. Richard Settimo will
be the speaker. He will show a
film on the U.S. Cavalry from






FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY 9,1/76
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARI
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
If you're planning an unusual
venture, it would be better to
go it alone" for the present.
Associates may be unreliable or
impractical.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 64i,
A good word tram the right
source may enable you to attain
the recognition you have been
seeking. You have just cause for
optimism.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Stick close to facts and
control that imagination of
yours. Don't try to put a square
peg into a round hole. Pick your
way discreetly.
CANCER
( J.une 22 to July 23)
You may face some com-
plications - in quite unex-
pected areas. How you handle
situations and the pace you set
will determine their solution.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Certain events can act as
guideposts in the future. Keep
attuned to new trends and don't
miss a trick.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WU/.
Face possible changes with
equanimity. With YOUR know-
how and ingenuity, you can
cope. Roniance in high favor.
ll'e. at the Showcase. an,
prowl to announce that
Terese Joan Corratorry has
selected her china. and
crystal from our complete
Rrithrl RegistrY.
Terese is ,the britle-elect
of Ronald Eugrap Mein-
well. 4 Vebruort• I & 10Th
-irrektiririr rtrinnwt.
The Shacase




( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 —
Here's a time for some
retrenching, digging in to
reappraise situations. Be ready,
nevertheless, to move ahead
when conditions so demand.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Don't reject suggestions
without giving them thorough
consideration. You might
overlook an idea which COULD
be developed profitably.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
met-
e‘tilf>
Good Jupiter influences favor
unusual innovations and clever
strategies. A fine period in
which to put over unusual ideas.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. n to Jan. 20) V
You are always ambitious,
and this day will open up new
areas in which to profit by your
know-how. Results may not be
immediate, however, so be
patient.
AQt 'ARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Allow for some delays in
carrying out your program, but
don't create them needlessly
yourself. Crisp, consistent
action needed to top the com-
petition.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Poor scheduling could
distract, send you completely
off the track in some cases.
Harness efforts for a concerted
drive toward your goals
YOU BORN TODAY are a
roundly talented individual,
with a special affinity for the
intellectual, the scientific and
creative You also have fine
business acumen and, should
you choose commerce as a
career, would be highly suc-
cessful at it. In this case,
however, you will almost be
certain to cgose one of the arts
as an avocation - probably
finding in either =Mk or poetry
the most satisfying outlet for
your emotions. Other fields
suited to your talents:
medicine, the law, education
whenryotsirould
probably make an esnbtant
name for yourself as a reform.
tat. All the natives of this
Capricornian sector are noted
for their meticulousness,
purposefulness, Wee of seder









REG. 54.00 TO 90.00
3990 5990
Save on two and three-piece missy pantsuits in
all of the latest winter fashion colors! Available
in polyester and blends Buy now and save
during our annual clearance'
Winter
Dresses




Buy now and save on a special group of one,
piece and jacket styles. A nice selection is
available in junior, missy and half-sizes. Buy
several and save more!
Handbag
Clearance
REG. 10.00 TO 29.00
799 To 1999
Buy now and save on our entire stock of fall and
winter handbag fashions Save on leathers,
leather-looks and fabrics. Available in the most
wanted fashion colors! Save'
HANES
HOSIERY
REG. 1.65 NOW 1.40
REG. 1.75 NOW 1.50
REG. 1.95 NOW 1.60
REG. 3.00 NOW 2.50
REG. 3.95 NOW 3.25









FURTHER REDUCTIONS! Save on our entire
stock of winter coats. The cold weather is
just starting. Buy and save on leathers,
fake-furs, fabrics and fur-trimmed styles!
Select from pant coat and regular length styles in
all of the latest colors. Available in junior and










REG. 9.00 TO 42.00
20% Im 60%'°
Save up to 80% an a fine group of junior and
missy sportswear separates and coordinates
Save on pants, skirts, shirts, Sweaters, jackets
and blazers. Save today!
SAVE! Current-season shoes by our
ir famous-name makers. Select from
the most wanted colors and styles





A large group of famous-name foundations are
greatly reduced to clear. Save on styles by
Playtex, Gossard, Maidenform, Warners and
Exquisite Form. Buy and really save now'
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Aboard To Mrs. Crass
Quite a change is taking
place this week at the Murray
City Hall.
Stanford Andrus, a
prominent fixture of local
government for the past 16
years, will begin a much-
deserved retirement and the
very capable Mrs. Jo Crass, a
former member of the Murray
City Council, has been ap-
pointed to fill his shoes.
Mr. Andrus has been a main-
stay of local government
during the major portion of his
service to the city. It is not at
all uncommon, when someone
at City Hall needs the answer to
a question for him to be told,
"Go ask Mr. Stanford." .
And "Mr. Stanford" seldom
failed to supply an immediate
and correct answer, regardless
of the intricacies of the
question.
It would be almost impossible
for Murray's City government
. to function without a con-
scientious and able city clerk.
The city clerk is the right hand
of the mayor as well as the city
council and the various depart-
ment superintendents. And Mr.
Andrus' record stands en its
own.
Stanford Andrus has served
the citizens of Murray ex-
ceptionally well over the past 16
years and he deserves the
thanks of every citizen of
Murray.
We wish him well in his
retirement and are confident
that, on occasion, he will still
drop in at City Hall to see how
everything is going.
And to Jo Crass, we
congratulate her on her ap-
pointment and wish her the best
in her new position as Murray
City Clerk.
We know first-hand, from ob-
serving her while she served on
the Murray City Council, that
she is an extremely able in-
viclinal and that she possesses a
dedication to public service
that will make her an asset to
the City of Murray.
Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway Comity
DOGNAPPING
Dognapping is big business in the
United States. Every day in
newspapers all across the country the
pathetic advertisements appear - "lost,
child's pet; please return - needs
medication; lane reward, no questions
asked." And all these dogs do not
simply walk away from their homes.
They are stolen by professional thieves.
The dognapper is usually someone
who steals dogs in his particular
community or city and delivers them to
a dealer or "buncher." This criminal
then sells them by the truckload to
laboratories or medical schools across
adjoining state lines. National humane
societies have published pictures of
truck loads of dogs being driven into the
gates of well known laboratories for use
in vaccine production and for ex-
periment.
Dognappers usually operate at night.
Therefore it is highly dangerous to
allow your dog to roam after dark.
Neither is it particularly safe to chain
him to a doghouse any distance from
your home. The dog thief can so easily
throw tranquilized meat and simply
walk on to your property when your dog
is drugged. The safest place for your
dog is inside your home. on an old rug
or coat for his own bed. This is also the
safest for you. A dog in the house is the
world's best burglar alarm, and even
the smallest dog will alert you to any
intrusion. Which is all that is necessary
- because the last thing a criminal
wants is to be caught, and at the first
indication that he is heard he will leave.
If you do not want to keep your ,clog
inside your home, then why not inside
your garage - on a raised bed to avoid
drafts. And if you insist on a doghouse,
then as close as possible to your home -
again, for your safety as well as his.
But above all, do not let your dog
roam either during the day or night.
Dogs are friendly and trusting
creatures and picking them up is all too
easy. The heartbreak of not knowing
what has happened to a beloved family
pet is infinitely worse than knowing
that he is dead and the torture of ex-
perimental laboratories is all too real!
Your dog is your friend, your guar-
dian, your well-loved pet. Keep him
safe from dognappers.
Bible Thought
. . . Though your sins be as scar-
let, they shall be as white as snow;
though they be red like crimson,
they shall be as wool. Isaiah I:111.
Sinners can talk to God. The
mystery of God's forgiveness is
closely tied to the glory of souls
that are born again.
Garrott's Galley
Call Popeye If You Find
A. Black Snake In_jike ,W4411L,,,
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By. M. C. Garrott .
What would you do if one morning you
started to wash a pile of clothes and had
a 4-foot black snake crawl out of the
dirty clothes bag?
You would probably do the same
thing Pamela Hoke did when it hap-
pened to her last summer. You'd jump
on top of the washing machine or
anything else that's handy and scream
your head off.
Pamela, who is a daughter of Popeye
and Gretchel Ross, is married to
Tommy Hoke, and they live at 1603
Cardinal Drive. Tommy, a lieutenant in
the Army Reserve, had just gotten back
home after two weeks of summer camp
with an armored unit at, Fort Knox.
When he isn't soldiering, he works at
the Ingersoll-Rand plant at Mayfield.
While Tommy was at Knox, ap-
parently one qf his buddies slipped the
snake into his hand bag without him
knowing it. Pranks are a way of life in
the military, and especially at summer
camps. "I remember putting the bag
down in the officers' club and was away
from it for a little while just before
leaving for home," he said. "That's
probably when somebody put the snake
in it."
++++++
In any event, he just pitched bag and
all into the dirty clothes hamper when
he got home. "Everything in there
needs washing," he told his wife."
A day or so later, Pam got ready to
wash a load of clothes, opened the hand
bag and out slithered Mr. Black Snake,
as bewildered as anyone and un-
doubtedly as happy as all get-out to get
out of that bag. He promptly took
refuge in the strange, new surroundings
and from Pam's frantic screams as far
back under the washing machine as he
could crawl.
Racing to the telephone, Pam cried
out her story to her mother, who
dropped everything, relayed the SilS to
Popeye at his service station and
rushed to her daughter's side.
"When I got there, they both were up
on top of the washer," Popeye says
when he laughingly tells the story.
"And, you know, we liked to have never
gotten that snake out from under that
washer."
++++++
Rabbit! Rabbit! Who's Got the
Rabbit?"
To Jim Payne, L K. Pinkley, Haron
West and John Irvan, this is a little
game they play every Sunday when it's
warm in their regular golf foursome.
You'll have to get one of them to explain
it to you.
But to Bob 13aar, Adam Lanning and
the folks in the Murray State Security
Office, "Rabbit! Rabbit! Who's Got the
Rabbit?" became a comedy of
misunderstandings the other day at the
University.
Baer, who directs the choirs on
campus, has a green Volkswagen
Rabbit, one of those little gas-saving
foreign cars Tommy and Ed Carroll
sell. Adam also has a green Rabbit.
Both cars are just alike. On this par-
ticular day, both cars were parked on
North 15th Street near the Fine Arts
Center.
Along comes Carl Rogers, who
teaches voice at Murray State. He
needed to go home for something, and
asked Bob if he could use his Rabbit.
"Sure," Bob replied. "It's just outside
on 15th Street. The keys are under the
seat."
A short time later, Rogers was back,
and thanked Bob for the use of his car.
He couldn't find a parking place on 15th
Street, though, he said, so he had
parked it in the lot at the rear of the
building.
When lunchtime came, Bob si ent to
the rear parking lot, he found a green
Rabbit there, but, noticing the radio
Let's Stay Well
Correcting Reading Disability
When a child has a reading
problem, he may need special
help
It is important to determine
the causes early and try, to
remove or correct them for
failure to read well at school
may prove to be a significant
handicap in the remainder of his
learning.
Reading difficulties can lead
to nsychological problem& The
child maY acquire a feeling of in-
adequacy and come to the con-
clusion that he is stupid. He may
feel that his tesetlers parents
and peers.regard him as a stow




clone study The child should
have a complete physical ex-
amination. laboratory Studies.
By F..JL Blasingame, M.D.
and, if indicated, a psychometric
test.
His vision should be tested and
corrected. His eye muscles
should be checked to we that
they turn the eyeball properly in
all directions Tests should be
done to see if the words are pro-
nounced properly and in order to
rule out dyslexia (an inability to
read understandingly)
,Hearing should also he tested.
If his thyroid gland is secreting
too much or too little thyroid
hormone, he may be troubled by
inattention so that he cannot
follow the ideas expremed in the
reading material.
Reading difficultiea especially
when they are long-stencil,*
may become associated with
psychological problems If they
are present. they may not war-
rant psychsatnr treatment, per-
ocularly if the reading ability
can be so. iected or improved.
Unfortunately, the reading im-
pairment may reflect an occa-
afloat severe mental disorder.
such as schizophrenia. If so. the
help of a psychiatnst becomes
essential
Many poor readers can be
transformed into normal
readers by correcting the causes
and by the teachers and parents
giving adequate and appropri-
fit support of the child.
Q Mr. I.W. asks whether eat-
ing an excess of sugar camps
sugar diabetes
A Diabetes mellit Lei (sugar
chatietest is an inherited disease
which is characterized by the in-
ability of the body to produce
sufficient insulin An increase of
BLASINGAME
sugar in the diet brings a greater
demand for insulin and is
thought to be a predispreang fac •
tor in bringing out a latent
diabetic condition to the dis
eased state which requires diet
mg. insulin injections, or both
Eating excess sugar also con-
tributes to weight gain, and
obesity also can predispose a
person with a diabetic tendency
to develop the disease
Q Mite SE. wants to know
whether a psychiatnsit is a physi-
cian
A. AU psychiatrists are physi-
cians who have taken basic
training by graduating from
medical school and then continu-
ing at least three additional
years of specialized training in
menial. emotional and nervous
diseases and their management
antenna, realized it wasn't his. Walking
out on 15th Street, he found his car right
where he had left it all along. He got in
and drove away.
Meanwhile, Adam, who teaches
sociology when he isn't jogging all over
West Kentucky, came out and found his
Rabbit missing. He was about to call
the police, but looking around first,
found it parked behind the Fine Arts
Center instead.
Apparently, this didn't bother him too
much. After all professors are known to
be somewhat absentminded at times.
They've been known to forget where
they've parked their cars. He didn't
pursue it any further.
But Bob did. From home, he called
Mrs. Edith Dibble at the Security Office
and said something like this: "Mrs.
Dibble, my green Rabbit was out on
15th Street and I let someone use it, but
they got the wrong one. The green
Rabbit that he used is now behind the
Fine Arts Building in case someone
reports one missing."
BY now, Mrs. Dibble, completely
confused, no doubt had her hand over
the telephone mouthpiece and was
whispering to Security Chief Joe Green,
"Bob Bear has just flipped his lid! He's
lost a green rabbit, the best I can make
out."
Joe, however, knows cars. He knew
Barr drove a green Rabbit. He ex-
plained it to her later, but not before she
almost rolled off her chair during the
conversation with the choir director.
++++++
Shortly afterwards, Bob, remem-
bering that Adam also had a green
Rabbit, realized what had happened
and called the sociology teacher at
home. Yes, Adam said, his car had been
missing or moved, whichever, but he
had it now. Both agreed they'd never
leave their keys in their cars again, and
all was well.
That is, all except Mrs. Dibble. It'll
be a while before she settles down
again.
Business Mirror
Letter To The Editor
Challenge For 1976
Dear Editor : -
Time has moved us out of 1975 into
1976, which challenges me to be
dissatisfied with myself and my
achievements and press on to
something better. We all need to depend
upon God and His Word for help, so let
us challenge ourselves concerning the
wonderful possibilities contained in the
promises of God. The development of
the inner life of ours is the most im-
portant task that we have to achieve;
therefore let us purpose to keep God
first at all times. Everyone wants to
succeed. I like Winston Churchill's
definition. . . "Success is never final;
failure is never fatal; it is courage that
counts."
Jesus taught us by his cleansing
temple, "There just isn't a right way or
place to do a wrong thing." A righteous
protest is effective. The old saying, "If
you don't stand for something, you'll
fall for anything," is definitely true.
Let us make use of opportunities to
commend and encourage good in-
fluences at work in the world, but offer
constructive criticism when needed as
well. We need to speak out against the
wrong and speak up for the right as well
as pray for our nation and its leaders,
that God will guide them in the path of
righteousness and sobriety. God will
give us courage to be a "lifter" and not
a "leaner" if we want to be used for
Him. There' is only one lifter to twenty
who lean, one has said.
We need to challenge ourselves to be
"lifters" and bear our part of the load
wherever and whenever we can. Please
let us not be silent when we could speak
up or act to help in a good cause in our
nation. We could write letters to help
concepling TV programs, which are
bad influence upon our children, and let
our legislators know our opinion on
legislation pending.
The one thing uppermost in the minds
of Woman's Christian Temperance
Union is to help protect our homes. We
know this is the foundation for the
nation. Could we not lift by being much
in prayer for our homes to really know
Labor-Management
Discussions Smooth
NEW YORK ( AP) — Although there
were more than 4,400 work stoppages in
1975, authorities on collective
bargaining consider labor-
management communications in 1975
to have been relatively smooth.
This year might produce a different
record. The Conference Board
assembled a panel on the subject, and
after their deliberations they an-
nounced: "Members unanimously
foresee an increased number of strikes
in 1976."
The main reason for the somber
forecast is that more contracts will
expire in 1976 than in 1975, and thus,
said the panel members, there will be
more "opportunity" to strike.
True, but strikes don't occur simply
because the opportunity is there. An
opportunity to strike is unlikely to be
exercised if nothing is to be gained or
regained, and it appears that in 1976
both factors are involved.
Workers throughout the country are
aware to the nickel of haw much in-
flation has taken from their paychecks,
and they seem intent on getting that
money back, and more.
,
Studies by other organizations have
demonstrated how prevalent is the
feeling that inflation won't be
conquered in 1976, and the panel
members agree. They expect a rise in
consumer prices of 7 per cent to 8 per
cent.
"Inflation will be the largest single
influence on negotiations next year,"
said the board, which describes itself as
a nonprofit educational and research
organization utilizing the brainpower of
business, labor and academia.
"To cushion workers against the
effects of inflation, unions are expected
to demand not only 'normal' increases
but also catch-up wage boosts and
escalator clauses in their contracts,"
the board reported.
Union leaders might also, in the
opinion of the board's panel, attempt to
create more jobs by pressing for early
retirements, longer vacations, more
holidays, job transfer rights and
restrictions on overtime.
While the prospects of work stop-
pages is high, said the labor authorities,
the duration of the stoppages might be
relatively short because of the desire by
business and Washington to keep the
economic recovery on track.
"Companies are expected to be better
equipped financially to meet union
demands," the board announced, "and
the federal government is likely to
pressure firms and unions to settle
strikes quickly to protect economic
recovery."
For those contracts successfully
negotiated, the average first-year wage
and benefit increase is expected to
average between 10 per cent and 15 per
cent, compared with about 11 per cent
in 1975.
Christ as Saviour, leading the children
aright instead of letting them hear
Christ's name only as used in
profanity? Surely there are other ways
to lift that home to God as we seek to be'
a lifter. Let us be challenged anew each
day for something, whatever we find to
do, let us do it with our might as
pleasing to God.
This can be the best year of our lives
If we want to make it that, hence we can
encourage ourselves in the Lord and •







A Brestwich pig farmer was remanded
in custody for seven days by Bury
magistrates yesterday, charged with the
attempted murder of two animal disease
inspectors who arrived at his farm to
examine pig swill. (Bury, England,
In Telaviv, a Rabbi was seen wearing an
eye patch ( like Moshe Dayan). A member
of the congregation asked what was wrong
with his eye. "Nothing," replied the Rabbi,
"but the way things are, is it worth looking
at the world with both eyes?"
A Japanese commuter has started a
"give-up-seat" movement. And it's cat-
ching on. Each day at the mid-point of his
hour-long train ride to Tokyo, Shiro Honda
rises and offers his seat to the person in
front of him, whomever it may be. "If I
want to sit," he commented, "others must
want to sit also." Some of his friends have
followed suit. People are wary at first, but
the movement is spreading. ( Asald
Shimburi)
10 Years Ago
Colonel Lance E. Booth said today
that Murray State College is one of 247
colleges offering the opportunity of four
year Army Reserve Training Corps
( ROTC) scholarships.
The Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Benton High in a basket-
ball game. Keith Donelson was high for
the Lakers with sixteen points.
Miss Stella Hung, exchange student
from Formosa at Murray State College,
will be guest speaker at the meeting of
the Murray Branch of the American
Association of University Women to be
held January 11 at the faculty lounge of
the MSC Student Union Building.
Miss Diane Larson and David Wayne
Sykes were married December 19 at the
College Presbyterian Church.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges reviewed the
book, "A Man Called Peter," at the
meeting of the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
20 Years Ago
The City of Murray is now officially in
the gas business was the report mad'
by City Attorney Nat Ryan Hughes 4
the meeting of the Murray City Council)
Hughes said the Federal Powet
Commission had handed down the final
order making gas allocation for Murral
official.
Deaths reported include Ed Lam
Mrs. Martha Fair, and Mrs. Winni
Alexander.
New officers of the Murray Rescu4
Squad are John Shroat, W. 0. Spencer,
Bernard Tabers, Paul Lee, Ted
Alexander, Cecil Outland, Winferd
Allison, Milford Hicks, Gerald Tabers,
and Reynolds Wickliffe.
Births reported include a boy to Dr.
and Mrs. Robert James Stubblefield on
January 4, and a girl, Barbara Gail, to




Soothe Can Also Kill
Sedatives are drugs which
may reduce anxiety and ex-
citement. Taken in small
doses, they can temporarily
ease tension and induce sleep.
Sedatives also are used to
treat such medical problems
as high blood pressure and
peptic ulcers. Barbiturates
make up the largest grout, of
sedatives
Although their medical use
has long been established,
there is much concern today
about the overuse or abuse
of these drugs.
Poo* who have difficulty
dealing with anxiety or who
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health. Educabon, and Welfare
have trouble sleeping may be-
come dependent upon seda-
tives and, in time, use them
to excess. These drugs, form-
erly abused mainly by adults,
are now also being used by
teenagers and pre-teenagers.
Sedatives are sometimes
taken by heroin users either
to mioplement the heroin or,
if heroin is not available, to
substitene for it. Persons who
take stimulants sometimes
use sedatives to offset the jit-
tery feelings produced
A person who has taken
a large dose of sedatives
may go into a coma. If he
has been taking increasing
amounts of the drug over a
long period, he may stay
awake -but appear intoxi-
cated. Speech and movement
may be uncoordinated, judg-
ment and perception im-
paired
Accidental death may oc-
cur from an unintended larger
or repeated dose of sedatives
because of confusion caused
by the initial intake of the
drug.
The withdrawal symptoms
which occur when a heavy
user of barbiturates suddenly
stops taking the drug are
equally dangerous. They may
require hospitalization and,
intensive care. The patient is
fearful, restless, and agitated.
He may have convulsions
severe enough to cause death:
Withdrawal from barbiturates
should be gradual and should
be done under a doctor's
supervision.
Information about drug
abuse is presented in the thir
edition of Questions anti
Answers About Drug Abuse,
published by the National in-
stitute on Drug Abuse For
a copy, write to the National
Clearinghouse for Drug A
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FOILED BANK ROBBERY—Shirley "Casey' !lowland, left, and Rebecca Griggs, righther sister, helped capture a suspect in the robbery of the first Farmer's National Bankin Amboy, Ind., near Marion. The women took the keys from the car and deflated thetires of the auto used by three men suspected of robbing the bank. They chased and
apprehended one of the suspects with the aid of other townspeople. Mrs. Griggs holdsher 2-year-old on who was with them when they chased the suspects
Institution Of Marriage Fares
Poorly With Young, Study Shows
• WASHINGTON (AP) — The
institution of marriage ap-
parently is faring poorly with
young Americans. More are
remaining single and those
who do marry are divorcing or
separating at higher rates, the
Census Bureau says.
A census report released
Tuesday on marital status and
living arrangements in the
United States in the first half
of the 1970s also showed a
continuation of trends toward
a greater number of families
headed by *omen and more
children living with single
parents.
Based on its nationwide
annual survey, conducted last
March, the bureau said the
number of persons between 25
and 34 years of age who never
married has increased by
about 50 per cent since 1970,
from 2.9 million to 4.2 million
persons.
And the number of persons
in that age group heading
their own household almost
doubled, from 915,000 to 1.8
million, the report said.
As a result, the number of
persons in the young adult age
group living away from their
parents' homes rose from
592,000 in 1970 to 1.2 million in
1975, the study said. It
reported that the percentage
of young adults living alone
increased from 21.2 per cent of
all 25-to 34-year-olds to 28.5
per cent during the five year
period.
Census demographer
Arthur Norton said the trend
of young people living away
from their parental home may
level off soon, however. He
cited bureau surveys of social
indicators which show "there
still seems to be a high regard
for family life," although he
said statistics have yet to
reflect a leveling trend.
On dissolution of marriages,
the report noted that in 197510
per cent of all persons 25 to 54
years old who had ever
married were reported as
either divorced and not
remarried or separated, The
1970 figure was 7 per cent.
One consequence of higher
divorce and separation rates
has been an increase in the
number of families headed by
women and the number of
children living with only one
parent.
The study revealed that in
1975, 80 per cent of all children
under 18 lived with both
parents, compared with 85 per
cent five years earlier.
In the same period, the
number of families headed by
women jumped by 1.6 million
to 7.2 million. That means the
percentage of families headed
by women increased from 11




TOKYO (AP) — In Chinese,
the word "mao" spoken with a
rising tone could mean hair, a
spear, a kind of insect or a half
dozen other things.
But once it is written down,
a Chinese reader would know
immediately that the
character resembling a back-
ward "j" with one slanting
line across the top and two
through the stem is the "mao"
meaning hair. It is also the
name of Communist party
Chairman Mao Tse-tung.
The problem is that Mao —
the chairman — wants to do
away with the traditional
characters and merely write
"mao," or whatever the word
is, in Roman letters, for ease
of handling on typewriters and
computers and other reasons.
Chinese on Taiwan, where
the Nationalist Chinese
government fled after the
Miss fur Paper?
Sebscribers who hove not
received their hem.
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger & Taws by
5:30 P. we torrid to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p.
and 6 p. in. to lasers
delivery of the newspoper.
Calls west he placed before
6 p. no.
s urge
Communist takeover of the
mainland in 1949, say it can't,
and shouldn't, be done. They
contend that if it were possible
somebody would have done it
low ago.
They also object to the way
Mao's scholars have sim-
plified Chinese characters, in
some cases drastically
reducing the number of
strokes needed to write a
word.
By coincidence, the question
was taken up at length in
recent issues of Peking's
official newspaper, the
People's Daily, and the
magazine Tsungho, published
on Taiwan.
The Taiwan magazine noted
that Peking had set a date of
Sept. 1, 1975, for changing over
exclusively to its own spelling
system in writing Chinese
names in foreign-language
articles, but the change still
hasn't been made — pointing
up some of the difficulties in
changing long-established
customs.
The change would mean, for
instance, that Peking would
become Beijing and Mao Tse-
tung would become Mao Ze-
dong.
There are three systems for
spelling China's official








Formerly employed at Boyd's Auto
y some
system, now in common use
for Chinese names and places,
the character meaning
"cruel" would be "toiling."
Under the Yale University
system, which comes closest
to actual pronunciation for
Americans, it would be
"syung," and under mainland
China's system it would be
"xiong."
Under the Yale system,
Mao's name is Mao Die-dung.
But no matter what spelling
system is used, trying to write
Chinese in Roman letters
means running into the
problem of the Chinese
language having dozens of
words that sound exactly the
same. This is because the
sound for each character is
only a single syllable.
ff the situation is confusion
for "Mao" with a rising tone,
it is much worse for "hsih"
with a falling tone. Mainland
China's Hsinhua dictionary
has 36 entries for this sound,
with meanings ranging from
The mainland Chinese have
taken advantage of this fact to
substitute some characters
that are easy to write for some
with the same sound that are
hard to write.
Urging expansion of this
system, the People's Daily
said it would reduce the
number of characters that
print shops have to keep in
stock and the number that
people have to learn to read
and write.
The most expensive standard
shoes obtainable are mink-lined
golf shoes with 16-carat gold
embellishments and ruby-
tipped gold spikes made by
Style Matchmakers In-
ternational Ltd. in England.
 /NV 
vANNIMMEIMNINEMANINENER IKYDOT Pilots Experienced With
FRANKFORT, Ky. — In
1943, Dave Holder of Frank-
fort, now 55 and a retired Air
Force colonel, spent 15 nerve-
wracking days and nights
picking his way through
enemy lines in China after is
B-24 was shot out of the sky by
Japanese fighters over the
Yangtze River.
At about that 'wane ttfita,
Boyd McDaniel, an Air Corps
instructor-pilot, found hirondf
making an unscheduled "deed
stick" landing in the middle of
a cactus patch in a desolate
section of the southwestern
United States.
Dave Austin, although much
younger than the other two,
has a few hair-raising stories
of his own to tell.
During the Vietnam con-
flict, he was piloting a Cobra
gunship near Quan Loi when
enemy gunfire crippled his
aircraft, forcing him to set
down in the middle of a
firefight.
Today, all three men fly
regularly out of Frankfort's
Capital City Airport on what
they consider to be relatively
safe missions for the Office of
Flight Operations, an agency
of the Kentucky Department
of Transportation (KYDOT).
Holder, who reitred from
the Air Force in 1965, now
captains one of the state's
twin-engine craft used by the
governor and his exeuctive
staff.
McDaniel, 63, has been
flying for the state since 1957,
primarily as an aerial
photographer for the KYDOr
division of Photogrammetry,
while Austin, 32, ferries strip
mine inspectors around the
state in a helicopter.
Holder learned to fly in 1942




ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
Central Florida's reign of
terror probably will continue
until police catch roving
gunmen responsible for the
murder, rape, torture and
robbery spree, authorities
say.
Jeff Monge, a Florida
Department of Criminal Law
Enforcement detective
coordinating a five-county
effort to stop the attacks on
rural homes, said Monday the
gunmen do not appear scared
by the massive manhunt.
"They undoubtedly know
that every policeman in this
part of the state is looking for
them and they haven't stopped
yet," Monge said. "I'm afraid
we'll have to operate on the
assumption they will continue
these attacks until they are
caught."
Since April, the gunmen
have invaded 14 rural homes
in Orange, Lake, Polk,
Highlands and Voiusia
counties, leaving two men and
a woman dead.
Along the way, they've also
raped three women, tossed
two housewives off bridges
and poured drain cleaner, in
the eyes of another ferrittle
victim.
They struck twice over the
New Year's weekend, killing
one man and raping his wife in
Polk City and ransacking
another home near Orlando
Saturday.
Although all the attacks
have been perpetrated by men
wearing ski or stocking masks
and all have been committed
against rural residents at
night, .Monge said in-
vestigators are not even
positive they are dealing with
one gang.
Mange speculated, however.
that all the gunmen may be
exconvicta "because they
know what evidence can be
used against them"
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance — Bonds — Real Estate-1011 E. 12tt St., Benton
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The Nurriber To Cat
Corps. Besides flying in China
during WWII, his military
career also included
assignments piloting B-291; in
Korea and B-47 jet bombers
for the Strategic Air Com-
mand.
His odyssey in China began
when the bomber he was
flying was attacked by
Japanese fighters over Rang
Kow, the site of a large Jap-
nese base on the Yangtie
River.
"We were expecting an easy
mission," he said. "Then the
fighters swarmed all over us
and shot five our seven B-24s
out of the sky."
Holder, who had taken
shrapnel in his hip, said that
after he and his men had
parachuted out and landed in
the mountains, "we joined up
with Chinese guerillas who hid
us in the daytime and carried
us on rickshaws at night.
"They carried us for about
10 miles before we met up with
a rescue group headed by a
Chime second lieutenant born
and raised in Philadelphia,"
he said.
Austin's ordeal in Vietnam
did not last as long as Holder's
trek through China, but the
element of danger was just as
great.
"I was flying in support of a
Medivac (Medical
Evacuation) mission and all
three of our aircraft were
taking fire, but mine was the
one that quit," he said,
laughing a little now about the
experience.
"I set down beside a road,
and waited for the Medivac to
come and get me," Austin
continued.
It took about 15 minutes for
the Medivac aircraft to find
Austin and, all the while, the
ground troops "were arguing
about who owned the area,"
he said.
Although McDaniel didn't
get into combat during WW II,
his assignment had its own
kind of "thrills." After getting
his wings in 1941, McDaniel
was assigned to train pilots
desperately needed overseas.
He especially remembers
the unscheduled cactus patch
landing which occurred while
he fas teaching forced lan-
ding procedures to a group of
Hazards
artillery officers being trained
to fly small spotter aircraft.
"I wasn't watching very
close and came down about a
half-mile short of the field in
the cactus," he said. Except
for cutting down a row of
cactus, no serious damage
was done.
All three pilots agreed that
flying over Kentucky's varied
terrain, is not especially
hazardous, although landing
In some eastern parts of the
state can be difficult.
"The airports are small,
either down in valleys bet-
ween mountains or on top of
one, some are not paved and
you can't always get lined up
with the wind," Holder said.
Frank Stanfield, the state's
chief pilot, said, "I've seen a
lot of pilots in other flying
services whom I wouldn't
begin to send to some of our
mountain airports.
"In this job, we need
someone who's mature and
can exercise the sort of
judgment that separates the
good from the bed pilots. Not
all pilots have that ability, but
oursdo," Stanfield said.
The minimum
for employment as a state
pilot is 3,000 flight hours.
"That usually comes with
about 10 years experience,"
Stanfield said. Currently, the
*ate has 13 pilots and 14
aircraft.
"We have several pilots who
fly fire patrols: Boyd
(McDaniels) handles most 1:4
the aerial photography; we
have one pilot who is an
agricultural sprayer; six
captains for the executive
twins; and two helicoper
pilots," he explained.
On the average, "most state
pilots fly somewhere between
4430 and 500 hours per year, of
which about 350 total hours
per month is executive
travel."
Last October alone, the 13
pilots logged a total of 571
hours in the air.
"Generally speaking, our
flying time has been con-
tinually increasing over the
last four years," Stanfield
said.
"It's just the best way to get
your key people to the right
places at the right time."
c Radio thaek
-FlBLOCKBUSTER SALE!
"REALISTIC" SAVINGS ON HI-FI AND OTHER REGULAR STOCK ELECTRONIC ITEMS
HEAR THE EXCELLENCE
OF OUR REALISTIC® STA-82 AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER!
An unbeatable 33%-off audio bargain loaded with
Radio Shack exclusive innovations, Auto-Magic®
FM tuning, Perfect Loudness®, Glide-Path®
volume/balance controls: Quatravox It 4-speaker
synthesizer Plus tape monitor, phono input, tuning
meter, headphone jack, 18x12Y2x5" genuine wood
veneer cabinet There's only one place you can





GET THIS COMPLETE REALISTIC STEREO MUSIC




• Realistic STA-82 AM-FM Stereo Receiver with
Auto-Magic FM Tuning
• Two Realistic MC-1000 Walnut Veneer Speaker System,
• Realistic LAB-34 Changer with Base and $17.95 Value
Elliptical Cartridge
ATTENTION CB BUYERS!
Radio Shack introduced its famous low-cost
Realistic CB line in 1960 and has been a
world leader in Citizens Band for 16 years
While some of Realistic's 16 radios may be
in short supply at times it II be worth your
while to WAIT FOR REALISTIC Of you have
to) and avoid the hassle and problems of
dealing with Store X and Brand X We also
make our own Archer line of CB antennas
crystals coax cables and accessories These
are in fairly good supply today Realistic CB
is sold and serviced ONLY by Radio Shack
in our over 4000 shops in the USA and
Canada Buy from a realty Qualified specialist
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NEW YORK AP) - The
University of Southern
California, one of major
league baseball's most
prnductive farm systems, sent
three more of its stars to the
major leagues, and Trojans
Coach Rod Dedeaux was
delighted to see them go.
"I'm real happy for them. I
guess their leaving school was
an ea.:Irwin:lc decision, and I'm
all for it," said Dedeaux,
whose three biggest stars in
1975 were all top draft choices
in Wednesday's winter free
agent baseball draft. "But I
guess this means we'll
automatically finish in the
second division of the Pac4."
Steve Kemp, a junior at
Southern Cal who sported a
.351 batting average in 1974
and a .435 mark in 1975, was
selected by the Detroit Tigers
as the No. 1 pick in the regular
phase of the &oft, which was
for firsttime 'draftees and
players chosen a year or more
ago who have not signed.
Then, after 174 more free
agents went in the regular
phase, the Minnesota Twins
opened the secondary phase -
for players selected last June
but still unsigned - by
selecting right-handed pitcher
Pete Redfern, a standout
hurler at Southern Cal the past
two seasons.
Dedeaux quickly found that
he wasn't losing three
amateurs, he was gaining
three professionals, when the
San Francisco Giants,
selecting next, picked Dennis
Littlejohn, USC's big catcher
and clean-up hitter.
"We were expecting it,"
said Justin Dedeaux, Rod's
son and his main assistant
Coach, who called Littlejohn
Will Pay Penalty
LOS ANGELES ( AP) -
Parnell Jones Enterprises
has agreed to pay $2,500 in
civil penalties after being
accused by the city attorney's
office of false advertising in
tire ads.
But, although agreeing
Wednesday to a legally bin-
ding settlement of the con-
sumer civil mud, the firm
denied any wrongdoing. It
said an honest mistake had
caused six Parnell' Jones tire
outlets to raise prices last
June above bargain prices
advertised for that month.
+4
"the best catching prospect in
the United States."
Rod Dedeaux had similar
praise for Kemp - the No. 3
batter in the USC lineup -
calling him "the best unsigned
hitter in the country."
The Tigers could be licking
their chops over that en-
dorsement since, two years
ago, Dedeaux called his then-
top player the best prospect in
the country, and that player
was Fred Lynn, 1975's Mee.
Valuable Player and the
Rookie of the Year in the
American League.
Justin Dedeaux said Lynn
and Kemp were at similar
development levels of-
fensively in their junior years,
although defensively, Lynn
was leagues ahead of Kemp.
"Lynn was the complete
outfielder; Kemp is not a
major league outfielder yet,"
said Justin, who scouted
Kemp and steered him toward
USC. "But at the plate, both
are very aggressive hitters,
they both have the ability to
hit to the opposite field, and







Mutual of Omaha 53 11
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Hodge & Son 41 16
Murray Appliance 43 21
Ciene's Body Shop 42 22
Raiz Leerier, 33 31
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The Scene In Sports
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By Patsy J. Beauchamp
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Alden Palmer once stated in
the Fraternal Monitor, "We
are as big as the respon-
sibilities we accept. We are as
large as the task we are
willing to undertake and to
carry through."
What a perfect description
of Murray State's Sandra
Emerson. "Sandy" is the
women's varsity basketball
team manager. And if you
don't think that is a big job!
If you are wondering why
the word "big" is being em-
phasized, it's because Sandy
stands only 4-11. A sophomore
physical education major,
Sandy is probably the biggest
part of, not only the basketball
team, but other women's
athletic teams and events at
MSU.
Being a manager is no easy
task for any sized person.
Most teams have several
coaches and managers, but
MSU has no assistants and no
other managers. Sandy
therefore does the work of
several people.
"I really enjoy the work I do
as the manager," admits
Sandy, "It's a lot of hard work
and long hours, but I get a lot
of satisfaction from it."
Talk about the hours! Sandy
is at work at least an hour
before the players show up,
gathering equipment,
uniforms, etc. She doesn't
even get to rest at the halftime
of the games. Sandy has to
tend to the needs of the
players at that time.
Coach Dew Drop Rowlett
has lots to say about Sandy.
"She's a fine person; the
Buy a '76 AMC Pacer the way you want it




If you've been thinking about buying a new c*z nods the lime to act
Because. fora limited time only we'll include free factory dr condttionIng on
any '76 Pacer.
Thars rightl Whether it's in-stock or special ordered the way you want it buy
o Pacer now and you'll get free air conditioning. $425 is the manufacturer's
suggested retail price for air conditioning-and you can pocket ihe savings
or add evermore extras on your new Pacer!
Stop in and see us fora test dive and some cool. comfortabie savings on a
new '76 Pacer!
AMC Pacer The first wide small car.
Backed by the AMC BUYER PROTECTION RANI
More savings from...
IHESECNOW WKS rit -
Cain's AMC-Jeep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Road 502-7534448 Murray. Ky
hardest worker I've ever seen.
If ever there is anything that
needs to be done, Sandy's the
one I call. She gives so
willingly of her time and
work."
Sandy can best be described
as the "girl behind the
scenes," that is, every scene
in the women's athletic
department. Sandy works at
something for every team,
such as score-keeper and
timer at volleyball matches,
and watergirl and general
errand girl at tennis and track
events.
"I just couldn't go to school
and take classes without being
involved in some aspect of
athletics," says Sandy, "I
meet a lot more people this
way and mainly, have more
fun."
Coach Rowlett best
describes the value of Sandy
by saying, "I lust don't know
what I would &without her!"
Sandy first became in-
terested in being an athletic
manager in high school. Knee
injuries prevented her from
participating in varsity sports
so Sandy became manager of
the first Murray High girls
College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Syracuse 55, Fordham 48
Pittsburgh 70, W Virginia 61
LIU 99, C.W. Post 72
Detroit 83, St. Bonaventure
81, OT
Iona 69, Fairleigh Dickinson
60
Marshall 89, Temple 83





Virginia 63, Wake Forest 58
Navy 77, Baltimore Loyola
72
North Carolina 83, Clemson
64
N.C. St 82, Appalachian 51
VMI 82, Furman 67
E Ky. 63, Morehead 62
'rulane 92, Duke 82
Jacksonville 68, S. Ala. 62
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 88, C. Mich
72
W Mich. 78, E Mich. 58
Cincinnati Xavier 82,
Canisius 64
Missouri 90, Lafayette, Pa.
77
Evansville 81, S Illinois 76
Ball St 74, N Illinois 72
Miami 76, Toledo 73
M. Wesleyan 80, DePauw 54
Creighton 50, San Diego 48,
OT
SOUTHWEST
Angelo St 69, Texas Add 60
Oklahoma City 86, Hardin-
Simmons 77
FAR WEST









Hoffman, former manager of
world heavyweight boxing
champion Max Baer, died at
the age of 91
basketball team.
But injuries and size doesn't
prevent Sandy from par-
ticipating in sports now.
Sandy participates in football,
basketball, and softball in-
trarnurrals at Murray State.
She was also the catcher on
the Murray City League
Champion softball team, the
M & M's.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Emerson of
Murray, Sandy is a 1974
graduate of Murray High
School.
When time permits, Sandy
enjoys activities in the out-of-
doors, and goes camping and
hiking frequently.
Upon completion of college,
Sandy would like to teach in
high school or work in a
recreational facility in the
eastern Kentucky area.
Sandy doesn't make any
points, or grab any rebounds,
but she's the top player on the
team. Ask anybody. A friend
sums it up by saying, "Sandy
is the biggest little person I've
ever known."
Ian 




By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - It's
official, Jean-Pierre Coop-
man, the heavyweight
champion of Belgium, a
country which has five
heavyweights, will fight world
champion Muhammad All.
Promoter Don King held a
news conference Wednesday
to formally announce All's
scheduled 15-round title
defense against the 29-year-
old sculptor of religious
statues, known as the Lion of
Flanders, at San Juan, Puerto
Rico, Feb. 20.
"After the fight he shall be
known as the Pussy Cat of
Flanders," said All who
dominated the news con-
ference even morethan usual.
Coopman speaks only Flemish
and understands very little
English.
But the champion defended
the much-criticized -
especially in Europe - fight
against the unranked Coop-
man who has a 24-3 pro record
but only one fight outside
Belgium.
While acknowledging that
he cannot prepare for every
right with the intensity he puts
into training for man like Joe
Frazier, All said:
"I know I've got to train
because he's got nothing to
lose and everything to gain.
"I'm gonna give Puerto
Rico a chance to see me," All
said of the fight which will be
held in the indoor Roberto
Clemente Coliseum and shown
on telvision in the United
States by CBS. "I'm gonna
give him a chance to earn a
living."
Coopman earns about $200
week from sculpting and his
biggest purse in a pro fighting
career which began in 1972
was $17,000. George Kantor, a
liaison man for the fight, said
Coopman would get betwen
$100,000 and $200,000 for his
title shot.
"Why do you always want
me to fight for my life," All
said of the criticism of his
Prep Scores




Emincence 70, Henry Co.65









Knox Central 68, Laurel Co. 66
Lincoln Co. 71, Corbin 57
Girls
Coy. Holy Cross 77, Bellevue
65 Jeffersonville 63,
Lou.Ballard 27
Knox Central 62, Lynn Camp
18
Look At The Score
And Pop That Top!
DENVER ( AP) - A
resolution decrying
frustrations caused by the
past season's performance of
the Denver Broncos was in-
troduced in the Colorado
House of Representatives
Wednesday.
The resolution, by Rep. Arie
Taylor, D-Denver, said that
the team's actions had driven
many sports fans to drink -
and as a result, Empire
Sports, Inc., the team owners,
should contribute five per cent
of the profits realized from the
1975 season to the state's
alcoholic rehabilitation
program.
seemingly soft-touch • title
defense for which he repor-
tedly will receive $1.1 million.
"Joe Frazier's a bad man,"
All said, thinking of his
grueling 14-round victory over
the top-ranked Frazier last
Oct. 1. "Let me have some
rest between the big ones."
King wants the next "big
one" to be between All and the
current No. 1 contender, Ken
Norton, next July.
"I've got two of the baddest
brothers in the world this year
- Norton and George
Foreman," said the cham-
pion, who said he plans to fight
five times this year and then
retire.
"Truly, I will retie after
beat Ken Norton and George
Foreman," said All, who will
be 34 Jan. 17.
Coopman, who is about 6-
foot and weighs about 2)
pounds, said through an in-
terpreter that he enjoyed Ali's
news conference performance
and enjoyed watching some of
his fights on television but that
his idol was Frazier.
GREAT SAVINGS DAYS ARE HERE NOW!
' AT ADAMS SHOES
Tremendous Sayings on Famous Naturolizer, Life Stride,
Dexter, Roblee and Buster Brown Shoes
Short Lots and Seasonal Patterns


















Womens Rack - Short Lots
Regularly '17.99 to '27.99
NOW10"
Special Values Children's Shoes
Buster Brown
Selected Styles Values to '17.99 NOW 69°
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An Encore For Miller
Will Be Hard To Get
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) —
Johnny Miller, golf's new
Golden Boy and the brightest
young star since Jack
Nicklaus' early years, has this
little problem.
What does he do for an
encore? "things at 100 percent."
The problem, very much his The quick starts over the
or making, was set up last last two seasons — he won the
'ear he —*Wised a—ielk three events of 1974 and
plateau of performance threeZf Met at four of 1975 —
propelled Miller to the front
rank of the game's greats and
solidified his stature as one of
the game's leading lights.
He's not looking for a repeat
this year and, strangely
enough, isn't even sure it
would be a good thing if he did
duplicate.
"Of course, I try to win
every tournament I play,"
Miller said.`"And I'm playing
good now. From tee to green
it's about as good as I've ever
played. My putting may not be
all that I'd want it to be, but
sometimes that can be
corrected quickly.
"But the last couple of years
I had a big letdown in the
middle of the year. I played
good at the start then didn't
perhaps unmatched inhistory.
He swept the two Arizona
tournaments — for the second
year in a row — with a string
of eight consecutive rounds in
the 60s, a two-tournament
combined winning margin of
23 strokes and a 144-hole total
of 49 under par.
Now, starting the 1976 pro
golf tour in the $200,000 Tucson
Open, he's faced with the
problem of providing a top to
that all-but-untoppable
showing.
So what does he do?
He doesn't worry about it.
"Maybe sometime,
somewhere, someone will play
like that again," Miller said
before teeing off in the first
Kentucky State Retains
Lead In Cage Ratings
By The Associated Press
Idle Kentucky State
retained its hold on the No. 1
spot in The Associated Press'
college division basketball
poll, but faced a strong
challenge from Alcorn.
Alcorn beat Philander
Smith 131-85 and Florida A&M
99-82 last week, stretching its
record to 10-0 and moving to
within three points of Ken-
tucky State.
Alcorn received 10 first-
place votes for 269 points from
a nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters,
while Kentucky State, 7-1, got
14 No. 1 votes and 272 points.
Grand Canyon, 10-0 and also
idle last week, and Tennessee
State, which suffered its firet
loss of the season, held on to
third and fourth.
Grand Canyon received six
first-place votes and 235 points
while Tennessee State, 8-2
after losing 76-68 to Dart-
mouth in the final of the
Jaycee tournament in Wor-
cester, Mass., received one
No. 1 vote and 161 points.
Unbeaten Nebraska-Omaha
moved up from eighth to fifth,
ousting St. Mary's, Tex., 9-2
after losing to Cameron 64-57.
Nebraska-Omaha, 8-0 and idle
during the week, collected 124
points.
Gardner-Webb moved up
one notch to sixth with an 11-2
record after a 93-67 trouncing
of High Point.
Gannon, llth a week ago,
shot into seventh after narrow
triumphs over Navy,
Georgetown D.C., and St.
Francis, N.Y. St. Mary's
followed in eighth place; 7-1
Norfolk State moved up to
ninth from 12th, and UT-
Chattanooga, 6-2, dropped to
10th from sixth after a 100-95
loss to Grambling.
Gardner-Webb had 119
points, Gannon 115, St. Mary's
70, Norfolk State 56 and
Tennessee-Chattanooga 54.
Rounding out the top 15 were
Fairmont State, 5-0;
Marymount, Kan., 12-1; Old
Dominion, 4-6; North Dakota,
10-2 and newcomer Madison,
Va.
Madison was 8-0 through
games of Sunday but lost to
Memphis State, a major
college, 104-80, Monday night.
GENERAL
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. —
Ridge Riley, former executive
secretary of the Penn State
Alumni Association, died at
the age of 68.
win again until the fall.
"Maybe if I didn't sweep
everything at the start of the
year it would be better for me.
Maybe I'd stay hungry longer
and play more and play
better. That happens to me
when I'm not winning. I get
hungry and play more."
Miller, unbeaten in Arizona
in two years and winner of five
desert titles, was a solid
favorite to collect another one
in the 72-hole test that drew
what may be the strongest
field this old event has ever
had.
Among his leading
challengers for the $40,000
first prize in this kick-off event
were such $1 million winners
as Lee Trevino, Tom
Weiskopf, Arnold Palmer,
Billy Casper, Bruce Crampton
and Gene Littler, along with
U.S. Open champ Lou Graham
and the British Open king Torn
Watson.
Jack Nicklaus is not
competing.
Portions of the final two
rounds Saturday and Sunday
will be televised nationally by
NBC-TV.
(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)
PORTS
Eastern Kentucky Nips
Morehead In OVC Game
RICHMOND, Ky. ( AP) —
Eastern Kentucky held a one-
point lead for a minute and 18
seconds Wednesday night
after Denny Fugate scored a
field goa/, enabling the
Colonels to register a 63-62
college basketball victory
over Morehead in the Ohio
Valley Conference opener for
both teams.
Morehead held early leads
in the first half but Eastern
managed a 37-33 halftime
lead. In the second half,
Eastern led by nine at 49-40
with 12:32 remaining to play.
Morehead whittled away at
the lead and went ahead at 62-
60 with 4:05 left on a three-
point play by freshman Herbie
Stamper.
After several turnovers, the
stage was set for Fugate's
deciding shot.
Stamper was fouled with
eight seconds left but missed
the first shot of a bonus
situation and Eastern grabbed
the rebound. Eastern's Fugate
was fouled but also missed at
the charity stripe.
Morehead called time out
with three seconds left, but on
the in bounds play Jimmy
Segar stole the ball and the
victory for Eastern.
egar led Eastern with 16
and Fugate added 10, while
Morehead was led by Stamper
with 16 and Ted Hundley
added 15.
Eastern's overall mark was
improved to 4-5 while
Morehead now is 2-4.
II, WI 11F 11P,,,n
Stamper 5 6-7 16, Hundley 71-2 15, Mor-
ris 4 1-39, Russell 4 0.09, Jones 4 0-08,
Kelley 0 4-6 1, Stepp 0 2-2 2, labtaater 0 0-
0 O. Pearsoo 0 0-0 0 Totals 24 14-19 SI
I 1,1F-10AI.,
Seger 7 2-4 14, Note 3 4-7 10, Darts 4
0-1 8, H. Brown 3 0-0 6, C. Brown 3 04 6,
Jones 20.04, Dwane 2 04 4, Oliver 0 44 4,
Young 1 1.23, E1hott 1 0-0 2. TOW' X 11-
10 ea
Fouled out: Morehead Hundley. Total




The Murray State Racers,
who haven't won since beating
Tennessee Wesleyan 72-62
Dec. 3, will play undefeated
University of New Orleans




Both 'teams will be at
Murray.
New Orleans, 8-0 and
coached by former Racer
guard Ron Greene, has beaten
Georgia Southern 106-75,
McNeese State 8046, Nicholls
State 98-91, Louisiana Tech 72-
66, California-San Diego 105-
58, Wisconsin-Milwaukee 65-
62, Northern Illinois 80-79, and
Tulane 102-97.
Leading scorer for New
Orleans is 6-2 guard Nate Mills
with 17.4 points a game. 6-10
center Wayne Cooper has
averaged 14.6 points and 10
rebounds, 6-11 forward Ardith
Wearren 10.4 points and 7
rebounds, 6-4 guard Darryl
Weston 9.8 points, and 6-3
forward John Carnovale 7.8
points.
As a team, the Privateers
have averaged 88.5 points and
48.8 rebounds and connected
on 48.5 percent of their field
•o..•
round today on the 7,200-yard,
par-72 Meson National Golf
Club course.
"But I don't expect to. I
don't expect to ever play like
that again. That was
ridiculous. It was Dream-
sville. Most everything was
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goal attempts. They have held
opponents to 74.3 points and 43
rebounds a game.
Murray, 2-6 for the season,
has been hampered by in-
juries and illness since the
holidays. Freshman forward
Eddie Williams, who missed
most of pre-season practice
with a broken foot, has
reinjured the foot and will be
out of action for a month.
Freshman center Earner
Mays has the flu and has not
practiced for a week.
Jesse Williams leads the
Racers in scoring with 20.6
points a game and in
rebounding with 9.1. Grover
Woolard has averaged 10.4
points and 5.3 rebounds, Jeff
Hughes 10.9 points, Zech
Blasingarne 9.3 points, and Vic
Jordan 9.1 points and 5.6
rebounds.
Jordan had his best game of
the year in the Racers' last
outing at Memphis State. The
6-6 freshman forward had 21
points and It rebounds.
As a team, the Racers have
averaged 69.6 points and 39.3
rebounds to opponents' 79.0
points and 40.8 rebounds. They
have hit 44.5 percent of their
field goal attempts and 72.6
percent of their free throws.
Austin Peay beat Southern
Mississippi 102-93 Monday
night to run its record to 8-2.
The Governors will play Palm
Beach Atlantic College
Saturday at Clarksville.
The Murray Women's team,
3-2 for the season, is not
scheduled for either Saturday
or Monday. Its next action will
be against the University of
Louisville at Murray, Jan. 17.
North Carolina Romps To Win
While Wake Forest Gets Upset
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
It was an unexpected
pleasure for Dean Smith.
"We certainly didn't expect
this kind Ageing'," the North
Carolina basketball coach
said.
It was a shock for Bill
Foster.
"The way we played, we
should have gotten beat by 40
points," said the Clemson
coach.
Smith felt the pleasure and
Foster the pain after the sixth-
ranked North Carolina Tar
Heels crushed the Clemson
Tigers 83-64 in college
basketball Wednesday night.
"We were lucky to catch
them on an off-night;" Smith
said after the lopsided game
at Clemson.
Phil Ford had 15 points and
10 assists and Tom Lagarde
scored seven points early in
the second half to help the
tough Tar Heels break the
game open.
Three other ranked Atlantic
Coast Conference teams were
in action Wednesday night as
No. 2 Maryland beat George
Washington 82-72; Virginia
stunned No. 7 Wake Forest 63-




Georgetown 72, St. Joseph's
(Pa.) 61; Marshall 89, Temple
83; Thiene 92, Duke 82; Pitt 70,
West Virginia 61; Athletes-In-
Action 78, Oklahoma 53; Navy
77, Baltimore Loyola 72;
Creighton 50, San Diego 48 in
overtime; Xavier of Ohio 82,
Canisius 64; Detroit 83, St.
Bonaventure 81 in overtime;
Jacksonville 68, South
Alabama 62; Syracuse 55,
Fordham 48; VMI 82, Furman
67 and Missouri 90, Lafayette
77.
Brad Davis and Steve
Sheppard each scored 20
points to lead Maryland's
victory. Wally Walker fired in
M points, including five in a
nine-point string at the end
that helped Virginia upset
Wake Forest, the recent giant-
killer of the ACC.
Kenny Carr's 25 points led
North Carolina State over
Appalachian. The Moun-
taineers used stalling tactics
to no avail against the
Welpfack.
Derrick Jackson scored 18
Thorn Finds That Platooning
His Centers Has Advantages
By The Associated Press
Rod Thorn is playing one-
upsmanship. And he's got the
two players to do it.
"I think it's a real ad-
vantage to platoon our two
centers — Randy Denton and
Caldwell Jones," says the
coach of the Spirits of St
Louis. "It's impossible for the
opponents' center to go 48
minutes and be able to stop
two fresh guys coming in and
out of the game."
The Spirits' 1-2 punch
worked to perfection Wed-
nesday night while beating the
Indiana Pacers 114-112 in an
overtime American
Basketball Association game.
"Randy Denton was the key
tonight," said Thorn after
watching his big man score 20
points, same as Jones.
Freddie Lewis added 25
points in the high-powered
Spirit offense.
"When I have the shots the
coach tells me to take them,"
said Lewis. "But we have to go
inside in order to win and it's
my job to get the ball inside to
guys like Marvin Barnes.
Denton and Jones."
In the other ABA games, the
San Antonio Spurs beat the
Denver Nuggets 121-118 and
the Virginia Squires pounded
the New York Nets 112-89.
Lewis scored 16 points in the
second" half and seven in
overtime for St. Louis. The
Pacers, dropping their sixth
straight game, blew a 16-point
lead in the third quarter
Barnes Finished with 23 points
for the winners.
Spurs 121, Nuggets 118
James SOas scored 34 points
and added 11 rebounds as San
Antonio defeated Denver. It
was the third consecutive
Setae" tte-the Seruii over the
leakue-leading Nuggets. The
vicary also ended a two-game
Spur losing streak.
Squires 112, Nets 89
Virginia, the losingest team
In the ABA with a 6-211record,
humbled New York in a rout
that saw Nets Coach Kevin
Loughery draw six technical
fouls. Loughery drew one
technical in the second
quarter, an with the Nets
well out of the game with 2:45
to play, was slapped with
another for sending New York
into an illegal zone defense.
He drew four more teciuncals
for protesting to the referees
that the Nets weren't in a zone
defense.




NEW YORK ( AP) —Robert
Brazile, who went from "Mr.
Versatile" at Jackson State to
"Mr. Valuable" with the
Houston Oilers, was named
the National Football
League's Defensive Rookie of
the Year today by The
Associated Press.
The 6-foot-41/2, 250-pound
outside linebacker, the Oilers'
No. 1 selection in the college
draft and a starter in their
lineup even before the season
began, received 41 of the 78
votes cast by a nationwide




Neal Colzie from Ohio State,
the runnerup with 17
nominations. Others in the
voting included Los Angeles
Rams cornerback Monte
Jackson, Dallas Cowboys
defensive end Randy White
and San Diego Chargers
defentive tackle Louie
Keleher.
"This wasn't a goal of
mine," Brazile said when told
of his selection. "I just wanted
to come into the NFL and
play."
And what of the future?
• "Ilte next goal? The Super
IWO," he rep-fled. "And for
myself, well, whatever I did
this year, it's to do it better
next year"
Bum Phillips. the Oilers'
first-year head coach, was
unbounded in his praise of the
72-year-old Brazile. "It's only
a matter of time before he's
the best linebacker in foot-
ball," he said.
"With his size and speed, he
was the same as having
another defensive end, but
with all of the assets of a
linebacker," Phillips said.
"All he needs is experience
and he'll be in the superstar
class."
Brazile picked up his "Mr.
Versatile" tag in college
because he went to Jackson
State as a tight end, played
both inside and outside
Linebacker and displayed a
combination of quickness,
speed and savage tackling. He
set a school record with 129
individual tackles and 79
assists in his senior year and
led the Southwestern Athletic
Conference in 1974 with nine
interceptions.
And he carried ithose im-
pressive statistics with him to
Houston. As a starter in every
regular-season game, he had
85 unassisted tackles, 68
assists, seven quarterback
sacks and 20 passes batted
down.
To Open Season
Fri i-SBURGH ( AP) — The
Pittsburgh Triangles open
theli-frAl Wild 'reim-Yeetrils
season May 1 with a home
game agairtst the Boston
Lobsters in the Civic Arena,
the club said Wednesday.
The Triangles will play a
total of 44 games next season,
flat home and 72 away.
Poin
lead Georgetown over• St.
Joseph's. In the first game of a
doubleheader at Phila-
delphia's Palestra, Marshall
beat Temple behind Abe
Miller's 24 points.
Arthur Bibbs led five
players in double figures with
21 points as 'Nene beat Duke.
Larry Harris scored 10
straight points in the second
half to lead Pittsburgh past
ta in the sieend half to
Nelson Paces
Celtics To Win
By The Associated Press
It takes Don Nelson's cold-
starting motor a while to
warm up.
"I have trouble getting
going the first time I'm in a
game," the Boston Celtic
forward says.
After that, it's all downhill
for Nelson—and usually the
Celtics, if he gets hot.
Nelson had one of his typical
slow starts Wednesday night,
but then provided the spark to
lead the Celtics to a 109-103
National Basketball
Association victory over the
Los Angeles Lakers.
Nelson never ran out of gas,
scoring 11 of his 18 points after
coming off the bench in the
fourth quarter.
"I've been working hard in
practice," Nelson said. "When
you don't play that much you
have to. I like to get warm."
Pistons 119, Cavaliers 118
Curtis Rowe's three-point
play, followed by two free
throws in the final 23 seconds
of overtime, enabled Detroit
to rally for its victory over
Cleveland.
76ers 112, Bucks 102
George McGinnis scored 24
points and collected nine
assists as Philadelphia beat
Milwaukee.
Kings 108, Rockets 106
Larry McNeil scored 16
points in the second half as
Kansas City came from
behind to defeat Houston.
Warriors 114, Suns 110
Rick Barry, held to 10 points
in the first three quarters,
scored 16 in the fourth period
to help Golden State beat
Phoenix.
SuperSonics 91, Knicks 89
Fred Brown scored 24 points
to lead Seattle past New York.
Spencer Haywood, making his
first appearance in Seattle
since being traded to the
Knicks, was booed throughout
the game.
West Virginia. Dan Knight,
Tim Hall and Irvin Kiffin
combined for 41 points as
Athletes-In-Action- - beat
Oklahoma.
Barry Wilbur's 20 points led
Navy past Baltimore Loyola ;-
Cornell Smith hit a 20-footer
with five seconds left in
overtime to give Creighton its
victory over San Diego; Gary
Whitfield's 28 points helped
Xavier beat Canisius; Detroit
beat St. Bonaventure behind
John Long's 28 points; Felton
Young dumped in 25 points for
Jacksonville; Chris Sease
powered Syracuse's victory
with 14 points; Ron Carter and
Will Bynum combined for 51
points to lead VMI past
Furman and Willie Smith
scored 29 points to trigger
Missouri over Lafayette.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK — The Detroit
Tigers, who barely won a third
of their games last season,
drafted slugging University of
Southern California outfielder
Steve Kemp as the No. 1 pick




Bad weather has called off
several basketball games
around the area tonight.
In one of the most awaited
matchups, North Calloway
was to have played at Murray
Middle in a contest between
two of the finest eighth grade
teams in the area. The game
has not yet been rescheduled.
The game at Southwest
between the East Calloway
boys and the Southwest boys
has also been called off. Also
postponed tonight is the game
at Fulton County between the
hosts Pilots and the Calloway
County girls, and the game set
for Murray High between the
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
:It's really and truly kind of
holding on," Ed French of the
Tobacco Market News said of
Wednesday's statewide burley
tobacco average price of
$108.11 per hundredweight,
down 37 cents from Tuesday's
average.
"What happened today
about half the grade averages
were down and about half of
them were unchanged on the
whole eight state burley belt,"
French said. "Some of these
markets in Tennessee and
North Carolina are getting
real light volume and that will
pull the average down."
Kentucky's average per
hundredweight price
remained over the $108.00
mark for the third day of sales
since the holiday break.
French said one market in
Boone, N.C. sold 28,000 lbs. of
tobacco and averaged $97.25
per hundredweight.
"It looks like Kentucky's av-
erage will hold up," he said.
"Good tobacco is still bringing
$115.00 per hundredweight but
of course it's got to be right
good quality."
Kentucky burley growers
sold 20,269,937 lbs. of leaf Wed-
nesday for $21,913,248. The
volume was 2,145,863 lbs.
smaller than Tuesday's
figure.
Mt. Sterling had the best per
hundredweight price for
burley with an average of
$112.63 on 751,279 lbs. of leaf
and Carrollton was close
behind with an average of
$112.32 on sales of 1,328,635 lbs.
Louisville's average of
$102.62 per hundredweight on
volume of 458,576 lbs. was low
for the 28 marketing centers
doing business.
There were no sales at Hen-
derson and Mayfield.
Reagan Describes $90 Billion
Budget-Cutting Plan As Move
To De-Centralize Government
WASHINGTON (AP)
Ronald Reagan describes his
$90-billion budget-cutting plan
as a move to decentralize
government power. An ad-
viser who helped draft it says
if the Republican conservative
can't sell the proposal to New
Hampshire Yankees, he may
not deserve to win their
presidential primary.
With Reagan's plan
emerging as a major issue,
President Ford's campaign
forces have assembled an
item-by-item account of its
price in federal aid to New
Hampshire and Florida, two
key primary states.
They say the projected cuts
would cost New Hampshire at
least $28 million in federal aid,
and possibly as much as $113
million.
That's not much in federal
budget terms — the current
federal budget is $374.9 billion
— but it is in a state where the
budget totals $415 million for
the current year and where
there is no state income or
general sales tax.
In Florida, according to the
Ford campaign analysis, the
Reagan proposal would cut
federal aid by at least $363
million, and possibly by as
much as $2.8 billion.
In each case, the lower
figure is based on items
clearly marked for
elimination in the Reagan
plan, and the higher one in-
cludes categories of aid in the
areas he has said should be
dropped.
The whole controversy is on
paper and almost certainly
will stay there no matter who
wins the presidency. The
Democratic Congress is not
about to drop the federal
domestic programs Reagan
proposes to turn over to the
states, among them such
things as food stamps, educa-
tion and welfare aid, school
lunch programs and housing
subsidies.
It stems from a speech Rea-
gan made in Chicago Sept. 26,
advocating a transfer of
authority — which means
programs, resources and
revenues to pay for them —
from Washington to state and
local governments.
Jeffrey Bell, Reagan's cam-
paign research chief in Wash-
ington, said the whole idea is
decentralization of govern-
ment and enhanced local
authority. He said the Reagan
camp will be happy to have
Ford campaigners take it up
as an issue.
"We intend to make it a ma-
jor issue, too," said Bell, a key
draftsman of the original Rea-
gan speech. "We think de-
centralization and getting the
power out of Washington is a
popular thing."
He said polls conducted for
the Reagan campaign nation-
ally and in New Hampshire
support that belief.
"Northern New England is
the home of the town
meeting," Bell said in an in-
terview. "If we can't sell the
concept of decentralization
and local responsibility there,
then maybe we don't deserve
to win."
"Federal authority has
clearly failed to do the job,"
Reagan said in the original
Chicago speech. "Indeed, it
has created more problems in
welfare, education, housing,
food stamps, Medicaid, com-
munity and regional develop-
ment and revenue sharing, to
name a few....
"Transfer of authority in
whole or part in all these areas
would reduce the outlay of the
federal government by more
than $90 billion, using the
spending levels of fiscal 1976,"
the former California gover-
nor said.
Reagan said that would
make possible, a 23 per cent
income tax cut, and a $5 billion
start on paying off the national
debt. Fie acknowledged there
might have to be state tax
increases, so states could take
over payments on the
programs they decide to
continue.
According to a two-page
account put together by
Reagan's Washington staff,
the proposed reductions would
cut federal spending to a level
$81.9 billion below that of the









































administration budget Tor the
year that ends on June 30.
Because of inflation and
congressional spending in-




Reagan had said that would
provide room for a $25-billion
personal income tax cut and a
$5-billion budget surplus.
But taxes already have been
cut, at an $18-billion-a-year
rate, and the federal deficit is
expected to total $70 billion to
$74 billion. Some reductions
Reagan advocated already
have been made. A.; a result,
his proposal would add up to a
budget with a relatively small
deficit.
Among the programs




programs now budgeted for
$16.7 billion would be
eliminated.
—Federal aid to public
education, temporary jobs,
Head Start, vocational
training programs would be
dropped, for a saving of $13.7
billion.
—Revenue sharing with the
states and cities would be
ended, cutting $6.3 billion. '
—Food stamps and child
nutrition programs costing
$5.3 billion would be dropped.
—There would be a $5.5-
billion cut through elimination




program, which helps pay for
medical care for nearly 26
million lower-income
Americans, would be dropped.
—A $1.5-billion postal
subsidy would be eliminated,
with a requirement that the
Postal Service balance its
budget "at the same time
yielding its monopoly on first
class mad."
—Mass transportation aid,
and all except interstate
highway programs would be
cut to save $5.1 billion. _
—Reagan would eliminate
$2.7 billion for air traffic
control, air safety and other
air transportation programs,
on grounds that airlines and
their passengers should pay
for that.
—The defense budget would
not be affected, but Reagan
would cut $2 billion in military
pension costs by putting them
on a contributory basis.
Reagan's proposal is not
necessarily to do away with all
these programs; it is to
eliminate them at the federal
level and leave it to state and
local governments to decide
whether to continue them —
and pay for them.
After three days of
campaigning in New Ham-
pshire, which holds the leadoff
presidential primary Feb. 24,
Reagan complained that his
plan has been misrepresented
— but added that he thought






Baby Girl Outland ( mother
Janice), Rt. 2-Bx 290, Murray,
Baby Girl Washer ( mother
Jeanette), Rt. 1, Almo.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Carla M. Brandon, 425
S. 8th., Murray, Miss Debbie
R. Marler, P. 0. Box 103,
Hardin, Miss Carrie E. Beale,
306 S. 5th., Murray, Robert A.
Wright, Rt. 5, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Barbara M. Washam, 319 N.
7th., Mayfield, Steve
Willoughby, 203 Apt. A
Shawnee Town, Lexington,
Marty L. Scott, Bx 110, Paris,
Tn., John L. Morgan, Rt. 6-Bx
353, Murray, Mrs. Margaret
R. Moffett, 1705 Parklane,
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn A.
Thorn, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Lottie Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Ruth A. Pollard and
Baby Girl, 1201 Main, Murray,
Mrs. Sharon L. Hicks and
Baby Boy, New Concord, Mrs.
Obera Brittain, Rt. 5-Bx 110,
W. Si nin.,-403 S.."
8th., Murray, Gulas W. Tid-
well, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Blanche Tharpe, Box 99,
Hazel, Otto P. Zetsche, Almo,





FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky Historical Society
has hiked its membership
dues from $5 to $10 yearly and
has increased lifetime
membership dues from $50 to
$100, effective Jan. 1, 1976.
In a letter to Historical
Society members, Director
William R. Buster explained
that "inflationary pressures"
had forced the executive
committee of the society to
increase the fees.
Gen. Buster said the
society's services to its
membership "involves the
publication and distribtuion of
The Register, Kentucky
Ancestors and The BUlletin."
State funds are not provided
for this function, he explained,
"hence the cost of these
functions must come from
membership fees."
The "inflationary
pressures" cited by the letter
were "the greatly increased
cost of paper, printing and
postage ( which have) pushed
our expenses far beyond the
break-even point."
In fact, the letter continues,
-in the last fiscal year, each
individual memberahip cost in
excess of $3 over The regular
dues assessment." The added
expense was borne by the
Historical Society.
The Kentucky Historical
Society receives funds from
the General Assembly for the
Maintenance of the Old State
Capitol, the Old State Capitol
Annex and the Old State
Arsenal which have now been
converted into museums.
shrimps become tough when
overcooked. Depending on the
size of the shrimps, adding
them to seasoned water that
has been brought to a boil and
simmering them for three to
five minutes should be suf-
ficient cooking.
Irregularly shaped tan or
brown areas on apples may not
seriously affect their eating
quality.
Three to four bananas weigh-
ing one pound will yield about
one and one-third cups after
they are peeled and mashed.
0.
Ford Workers Say Poll Drop Is
Temporary Setback From Apathy
President Ford's campaign
officials say a poll showing a 7
per cent drop in Ford's
popularity is a temporary
setback re,aulting from voter
apathy. But a spokesman for
Ronald Reagan indicated he
thought the figures mean the
country is looking for
leadership.
Ford, who has yet to make
his first 1976 political trip,
went by motorcade Wed-
nesday from the White House
to his campaign headquarters
six blocks away. He met about
130 campaign workers and
expressed continued con-
fidence in his campaign
manager, Howard H.
Callaway.
But a short time later, a
campaign spokesman said the
Ford election committee had
been told the results of a new
Gallup poll showing a decline
in Ford's popularity to 39 per
cent, only two points above his
all-time low Gallup rating.
As Ford was making his
first visit to his own campaign
headquarters, Reagan, his
rival for the Republican
presidential nomination,
ended three days of cam-
paigning in New Hampshire
and flew to North Carolina.
A Ford aide said the
campaign committee was
"obviously concerned" about
the poll but added, "As we get
near the primary dates,
support ivIII-harden and we
think it will swing back to the
President as his policies and
programs become known.
Such sizeable shifts of support
for candidates are not sur-
prising at this stage of the
campaign."
In a statement, the Ford
spokesman said polls made
for Ford show "softness of
support for all candidates
because of voter apathy and a
lack of information on any of
the candidates and what they
stand for."
But a spokesman for
Reagan said, "We've known
all along that the country has
been looking for some
leadership — somebody who
would try to get Washington 
off their back. We've looked at
this — the mood of the country
(as reflected in polls) — and it
doesn't change anything we're
trying to do. It's a long way
from here to the convention."
The Harris poll reported
Wednesday that initial public
reaction to the former
California governor has been
positive. Harris said a 45 to 25
per cent plurality believes
Reagan "is no ordinary
politician because he wants to
cut federal spending and cut
back the federal
bureaucracy" and 44 to 25 per
cent agreed with Reagan's
hard-line stand toward
Russia.
Reagan spent the last day of
his campaign swing through
New Hampshire doing
essentially the same thing he
did the first two days —
defending his plan to cut $90
billion from the federal budget
by transferring responsibility
for many social and welfare
programs to the states.
gziaRgelD
Paris, Tenn.
Pre Inventory Stock Reduction
SALE
Begins 10:00 Friday, Jan. 9th
Redudions in Every Dept.
We had rather sell it
Than count it!
1/3 to / 2 on
Includes all our famous brands:
Catalina - Center Stage - Panther -
Campus Casuals - Redeye - Levi - Jerell
- Pandora - Paddle & Saddle - Many
More!
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Wayne Attempting to Sell State
Process for Synthetic Oil, Gas
HIS CUP OF TEA—Ronald Reagan takes a break for a
cup of tea while campaigning in the winter resort in Dix-
ville Notch, N.H. He's holding a balloon presented to
him by a rubber products company in the town. Reagan,
seeking the Republican presidential nomination, was on
.a three-day trip to New Hampshire, which was the first-
in-the nation primary Feb. 24. (AP wirephoto)
Warrant Issued in Murder
Case Of Two Professors
ACICSON, Tenn. (AP) —
rities have, issued a
rrant charging "man with
murder in the slayings of two
cpllege instructors last month,
officials said Wednesday.
Police Chief Harvey Mar-
coni said a warrant charging
Michael L. Sprague, 22, with
two counts of first-degree




The opening of a new real
estate office, Kopperud
Realty, has been announced
by William R. Konperud,
Broker. The new firm, which
specializes in residential and
commercial sales, has offices
in the White House Building,
711 Main Strggt, and began
business the first of the year.
Kopperud, a native of
Murray, has been employed
William Kopperud
for the past year and a half as
II real estate sales
representative with Joe C.
„Marshall and Associates in
Paducah. Kopperud received
his Kentucky Real Estate
Salesman's license in June,
1974, and his Broker's license
In September of last year.
Kopperud graduated from
:Murray High School in 1960
and from Murray State
University in 1964. He
received his Master's Degree
in Industrial Pochology from
the University of Tulsa. Upon
completing his graduate work,
he served two years as a
military personnel officer
with the U.S. Army, Office of
Personnel Operations,
Washington, D. C. Sub-
sequently, he spent six years
In analytical and supervisory
personnel positions within the
Ford Motor Company,
Dearborn, Michigan, at plant,
on and corporate staff
. While a Michigan
ident, he was also
Taylor. Michigan, as a
real estate sales
tative for five years.
Kopperud is currently
ing at 711 Main Street. He
Is tba sr-MX% and Mrs. A. H.





don't know Sprague's address,
but have obtained a
photograph of the wanted
man.
Sprague is taller than six
feet, has brown hair and
brown eyes and weighs about
180 pounds, the chief said. He
was last seen wearing wire-
rimmed glasses.
Sprague is accused in the
slayings of John F. Williams,
50, Huntingdon, and Gifford
Anderson, 31, McKenzie.
Anderson was an English
instructor at Bethel College in
McKenzie, and Williams was a
former faculty member.
Their naked bodies were
found bound together in a
Holiday Inn room the morning
of Dec. 20.
Williams' car was found two
days later in Little Rock, Ark.
Authorities later released
composite drawings of two
men who were wanted for
questioning in the case.
Marcom said police sought
the murder warrant for
Sprague as the result of "a lot
of investigation."
"We handcarried some
items to Washington to the
(FBI) laboratory up there,"
Marconi said. "We just put the
pieces together."
The chief said the in-
vestigation is continuing and
there is a possibility a second
warrant will be issued.
Police have not determined
the identity of the second man





WS ANGELES ( AP) — An
expensive home, a private
plane and seven foreign cars
were bought by a former
Internal Revenue Service
employe who used his
knowledge of IRS to get more
than $500,000 in illegal tax
refunds, authorities say.
David Glen Robinson, 31, of
Pasadena, pleaded guilty
Tuesday to submitting false
tax claims totaling $565,340.31
for the years 1972-74.
Assistant U.S. Atty. A.
Howard Matz said it was the
largest fraudulent refund
scheme ever by a single
taxpayer.
The government said that in
the last half of 1975. Robinson
bought an $84,500 home in
Pasadena, a $30,000 Piper
Warrior airplane, and three
Jaguars, two Lamborghinis, a
Ferrari and a Mercedes Benz.
Matz said four other counts
will be dropped at sentencing
as part of an agreement with
He has agreed tow five-year
prison term for two of the
counts and an additional 5-
year suspended sentence on
the third count, Matz said, in
addition to aiding the IRS in
recovering as much of the
money as possible
HARTFAD ( A P) —
Shifting his sights from shoot-
em-ups to break-em-downs,
actor John Wayne Is trying to
interest Connecticut in a
process for turning garbage
into oil and methane gas.
Wayne says the
"pyrohydrogenation" process
backed by his Duke
Engineering Co. of Irvine,
Calif. could turn the state's
annual load of three million
tons of garbage into 7.1 million
barrels of oil and 12 billion
cubic feet of gas.
The United States uses
about 16 million barrels of oil a
day. If Wayne's process
worked as outlined, it would
provide about 19,450 barrels of
oil a day, a significant amount
of oil but hardly a dent in
what's needed in the nation or
even Connecticut.
Nonetheless, 19,000 barrels
a day is better than most in-
dividual oil wells produce in
this country. The key to
success of a project such as
Wayne's would be the cost-
per-barrel. If the process can
come close to the price-per-
barrel of conventionally
produced oil, then it could be
economically viable.
Otherwise he might be
producing oil that costs more
to produce than it is worth in
the marketplace.
Many energy experts say
such synthetic energy systems
are too expensive to be
practical at this time. Wayne
and his engineering company
disagree.
Wayne's process involves
the breaking down of garbage
into basic chemical com-
ponents and "cracking" ( a
heating process used in
conventional refineries) to
produCe oil.
Charles Stroh, chairman of
the Connecticut Resources
Recovery Authority, says he
received a brief proposal from
Wayne's firm. He says he
wants to know more about
what financial guarantees the
firm has before spending a lot
of time on the proposal.
Stroh says the company is
interested in putting up the
money needed for con-
struction and intlemeritalion
of a facility in Connecticut
where the process would be
carried out.
Another alternative is for




to sell bonds for the project
that would be guaranteed by
Wayne and his associates, he
says.
Wayne says his system will
give Connecticut "a reliable
source of energy, solve a
severe environmental
problem and provide a profit
to boot."
The process, which is also
being experimented with by
major American petroleum
producers, involves treating
solid waste in a special
reaction chamber in the ab-
sence of oxygen and using
hydrogen as a catalyst.
"They all seem to work on
small scale models," says
Stroh, "but no one knows for
sure whether they'll work on a
large scale."
But Wayne is insistent about
the worth of his version of the
process developed by his
friend, Bill Chambers of
Oklahoma.
"We put trash mat the front
end and out the back end
comes the oil, the methane,
the propane and char residue
which can be used as a fuel or
made into high quality
briquettes," the actor said in a
recent interview. "Our system
uses no water, operates its
American Legion To
Hold Meeting Friday
The American Legion and
Auxiliary will hold their
regular monthly meetings on
Friday, January 9, at seven
p.m. at the Legion "Hall at
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
All members and interested
persons are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.
own energy. There's no
pretreatment, no auxiliary
plants and the closed system
is free qif all pollution. There's
nothing to get the Friends of





William H. Claxton, son of




for American Bell Inter-
national, Inc., a newly formed
company of American
Telephone and. Telegraph Co.
The new company will assist
in planning and engineering in
the telecommunications
system for the Government of
Iran.
Claxton will be located in
Tehran, Iran. He was for-
merly General Personnel
Relations supervisor for South
Central Bell in Louisville, Ky.,
and was the first SCB em-
ployee selected for the Iranian
Project.
"Bill," as he was called
earlier, was born and reared
in Clinton, Ky. He is a
graduate of Columbia Military
Academy, Columbia, Tenn.,
received his B.S. degree from
Murray State University and
completed Executive
Management at Indiana
University. He is married to
the former Carolyn Djiftary of
Tehran, also a graduate of




NEW YORK ( AP) — If you
are going to lose your job the
place to lose it is France.
Unemployed French workers
must be paid at least a year's
wages as compensation, reports
International Management ma -
game.
African Leaders To Endorse
Marxist Popular Movement
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia
(AP) — The leaders of
Africa's nonwhite govern-
ments will unite at a summit
meeting this weekend to en-
dorse the Marxist Popular
Movement ( MPLA ) in Angola,
which the Soviet Union and
Cuba support, African foreign
ministers predicted today.
Some African observers
said the endorsement of the
leftist faction in the Angolan
civil war would be coupled
with a request that it negotiate
with its anti-Marxist foes, who
are supported by the United
States and South Africa.
Rep. Charles Diggs, D-
Mich., told newsmen the
United States should go along
with the African consensus.
Diggs, attending the summit
as an observer from the
Congressional Black Caucus,
said President Ford and
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger have lowered
American diplomatiestanding
in black Africa by joining
white-ruled South Africa in
support of, the Angolan
National Front (FNLA ) and
the National Union (UNITA).
The African foreign
ministers begin meeting late
today to prepare for a three-
day summit meeting of the
Organization of African Unity
opening Saturday. The crisis
session on Angola is the OAU's
first emergency summit since
the league of nonwhite African
governments was formed 12
years ago.
Diplomats reported that
Chad on Wednesday became
the 21st of the OAU's 46
members to announce
recognition of the MPLA
government in Luanda. They
said Ethiopia was delaying its
recognition until after the
summit to preserve host-
country impartiality in the
debate.
No country has recognized
the joint government
proclaimed by the FNLA and
UNITA.
Diggs called on the Ford
administration to halt arms
and financial aid to the FNLA
and UNITA. He said an un-
conditional American with-
drawal would put pressure on
the Soviet Union to stop arms
shipments to the MPLA and on
Cuba to withdraw the troops it
has sent to fight for the MPLA.
After 12 years of fighting
Portuguese colonial rule, the
three Aqgolan factions have
been locked in a civil war for
control of the rich African
territory ever since Portugal
announced early last year that
it was getting out. When in-
dependence came in
November, the MPLA took
over Luanda, the capital, and
central Angola. Recently its
forces have been reported
making major gains in the
northern part of the country.
Diplomats said the summit
meeting would also probably
make a cease-fire appeal and
would condemn South Africa's
intervention, which they said
more than anything else
tipped black African opinion
away from the _FNLA and
UNITA.
The meeting was also likely
to call on all foreign powers to
pull out of Angola. But many
African leaders draw a
distinction between the Soviet
Union, an MPLA backer for
more than 10 years before
independence, and the United
States, a NATO ally of Por-
tugal during the colonial war.
Some Socialist governments
like Tanzania and Mozam-
bique back the MPLA partly
because they have the same
political ideology. Others, like
Ethiopia, feel that a coalition
of the three Angolan
movements would never last if
it could be formed and that the
war can end only if the MPLA
prevails.
OFFICIAL PORTRAIT — This new official photograph
of First Lady Betty Ford was released by the White
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Clay St., Paducah, Ky.,
Administratrix
Price Lassiter, Dec'd,
Betty C. Huie, 202 Knob
41ill Lane, Ng. 6,
Louisville, ifr.,
Executrix
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Maggie Boyd, DecA----- -











Golan C. Hays, Dec'd,
Marjorie L. Cowling
Hays, 1300 Poplar St.,
Murray, Ky., Adm.
Keys Moody, Dec:$1,
Robert P. Moody, rind
Pat Trevathan, Co-
Adm., Route 4, Murray,
Ky.
- -
Sally Glover, Dec'd, Sid
Easley, Box 427,
Murray, K y . ,
Administrator
1 Legal Notice
Mary S. Cox, Dec'd, Nix
Crawford, 603 Elm St.,




estates are notified to
present them to the
Administrators or
Executors verified
according to law, same
to be presented to said
Administrator or
Executors in due course
of law.
This 6 day of January,
1976.
• Marvin HanisSlerk
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HOLD IT! WU') IT!
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PRIVATE. I THINK OF U5









WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 753-
6333.
3 Card 01 Thanks
THE CHILDREN of Mrs.
LuLs Dunn would sin-
cerely like to thank all
their wonderful friends,
relatives, and neighbors
for their kindness and
thoughtful consideration
expressed to us at the
death of our dear
mother. Thanks for the
many floral
arrangements and for
all the food brought to
the home. We extend a
special thank you to Dr.
Donald Hughes, Dr. Hal
Houston, and the staff of
nurses on the fourth
floor of the Murray-
Calloway County
Hospital who cared for
our loved one. Thanks to
Dr. James A. Fisher and
the Blalock-Coleman




The family of Mrs. Lula
Dunn
5. Lost And Found
LOST BLACK cow. Lost
near Midway. Call 753-
2539.
LOST BLUE denim purse,
please call 753-3459.
$100.00 REWARD for
return of % carat
diamond ring and
wedding band. Lost in or





party. Earn cash or gift.
Call 753-0034 between 6
and 7 p.m.
NEED WASH PERSON,
male. Apply in person.


















LADIES COULD you use
extra money? Earn




interview to Box 151,
Murray, Ky., 42071.
FULL TIME, evening key
punch operator
Experience required.
Call 753-9694 between 10
arid 4.
WANTED
Lady between the ages
of 25 and 45 years with
pleasant personality






P. 0. Box 324
b HP!? d
EXPERIENCED CLEAN
up man. Apply in person
at Oakley Used Cars,
Inc. Old Benton-Murray
-s.,• road. Ask for Bill.
Storage Buildings





4 A -• T
7 OR 8 foot regulation pool
table with accessories.
Call 753-5970 after 5 p.m
WOULD LIKE to buy
fencing masks. Jackets
and foils. Call 753-8838.
.5 Art c.es For Sale
SPECIAL 36" CHAIN
LINK fence with 1% 0.
D. line post, 1% O. D. top
rail, and tie wires. 79
cents per ft. Limited to
material in stock. For
all your fencing needs




carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again






SUPER STUFF, sure nig!
That's Blue Lustre for
cleaning carpets. Rent
electric shampooer, $1.




sale. 20" logs $14.00 a
rick. 24" logs $16.00 a
rick. Will special cut to
your needs. Call 436-




Has lead line, on a pole.




lamps. You must see




TWO G78-15 Mud and
snow tires with rims,
like new. $55.00. Call 753-
















lamps. You must see






$250.00. Used around one
year. Two couches, one
makes bed. Want






and Service, 500 Maple






Zig Zag machine and






and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night. 
HISM. F. TRACTOR, 380
hours, 11 ft. bushog,
chisel. 18' 520 disc.
$13,500. Two 1967 300
M.F. combines, one with
cab, one without. Two
222 corn headers, one 13'
grain header. Both
combines have rasp bar
cylinders. $7,000 for
both. High clearance 165
M. F. diesel. Four 14"
breaking plows. $2,800.
Call 489-2261 or 489-2110.
TWO 1917 FORD tilt cab
diesel grain trucks. 1/2
year old Omaha 16'
beds, metal grain sides.
$4,500 for both. No hoist.
One 1967 800 Ford Tilt
cab, air brakes, 3 years
old. 16' Midwest bed,
metal sides. No hoist.
$3200. Call 489-2110 or
489-2261.
FOR SALE 8' Tufline
wheel disc in 'exCellent
condition. Call 753-2913.
20 Sports Equipment
27" 10 SPEED bicycle.
Four months old. Call
753-0814.
22 Mus,cil
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury
Locator, trolling motor,
power trim. Call 753-3932
or 753-3226 after 4.
NORTHWESTERN
GOLF Clubs, one
complete set and bag.
Graphit Driver. GR 70 x
14 radial, 4 wheel gram
bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.




for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The




good condition. $35.00 or
best offer. Sony TC-330










Lopez model. Double pick
up, hollow body. Call after
5 p.m. 753-5899.
24 Miscellaneous















size 30 in. x 30 in. x 30 in.
call 753-7370.
11173 MODEL 12 x 70
Guerdon, 2 bedroom,
bath and half, carpeted,
air conditioners and
underpinning. Call 753-
8045 after 6 p.m.
MOBILE HOME and lot.




great buy at $10,500.
Over $12,000 invested. 3
and, three-lienths miles
from Murray. Near East
Elementary. Call 753-
6809 or 492-8120. Leaving
town, must sell.
17 Mobile Home Sales
1969 WARRIOR 3




room. Gas heat and hot
water tank. Electric
cook stove, has used




space and closets. Call
436-5695 nights, 753-9914
days.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.




Elcona trailer. Call 753-
0171.
28 Heating Cooling




29 Mobile Home REntals
SMALL TWO bedroom all
electric, $55.00 per
month. Call 489-2595.
12 x 50 TWO BEDROOM




furnished. Call 7674055 •






16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
TRAILERS FOR rent.
One 12 ft. two bedrOom,
one 10 ft. two bedroom.












central heat and air,
large lots, 3% miles
from Murray. Roberts
Estate Subdivision. $120
per month. Phone 753-
7381 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or
753-3745 after 5 p.m.
32. Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR for
rent 1 bedroom for
persons over 62. Rent
based on income, must
be under $4,100 per year.

























water furnished. Call 753-
9539 after 6:30 p.m.
NICE THREE room
apartment for rent



















































































x 14 x 6. F
fencing nee














































































































































merits for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Pima 753-5165




for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Ph.D. 753-
5165 days w 753-5108
after óp. m.
FURNISHED APART-
NT, all utilities paid,
no pets. $125.00 per
month. Call 753-7915.
33 Rooms Fof Rent
ROOMS FOR rent in




bedroom house, close to
schools. Call 753-5964.
3,3 Ii
NEW CARS, day, week,
month to qualify
drivers. Taylor Motors,




fescue and bailed hay.
Barn stored, never wet.
Call 753-8592.
38 P.-*. .
SELLING OUT. I am
selling my entire kennel
of nice AKC registered








Poodles. Also have some
beautiful puppies.
Phone after 7 p.m.
Murray, 753-4469.
MINA BIRD, 100.00. Call
753-8944, 8 to 5.
RAT TERRIER puppy,
pure breed. Four








and can be erected in is
minutes. 8x 16 x 7 and 5
x 14 x 6. For all your




Irish Setters, Boxers, one
female Old English Sheep
dogs, All AKC registered.
Call 753-6488.
I.• •AL   31E" In 311:1
REGISTERED GER-
MAN Shepherd puppies.
4 females. Call 753-0476.
MOVING SALE, all
things must go. Starts
Monday. Route 1, Box
175, Kirksey. Call 401-
2530.
START THE New Year
with some land of your
own near Kentucky
Lake. We have some
very choice five acre
tracts on a black top
road (Kirby Jennings
Trail) near Hamlin, Ky.
These can be purchased







located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
DUE TO RECENT sales
we need listings! We
have clients wanting (1)
three bedrooms with
dining area (2) good
tillable acreage north of
city. Call now Mesa
Real Estate, 753-3133 or
come by 206 South 4th-
across from post office.
REDECORATED 3




Home has some car-
peting, gas beat, den,
built-in range. Contact
Boyd-Majors Real
&Aide, 105 N. 12th or
call 7534080.
VERY ATTRACTIVE 3
bedroom brick home in





trees. Home in excellent
condition, price is only
$25,500. Call Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 South
12th Street, 753-3597.
111/2 ACRES OF flat




sonnel at Gay Spain
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by




within a view of High-
way 641. Estate of




By Resitor Fred Barber
Pardom and Thurman Real Estate
Moving Expense Tex Deductions
Prior to 1070, your moving
expense tax deduction was
Smiled to the cost of tran-
sporting your household
goods and bank tran-
sportation costs finciuding
meals and lodging).
Now in additios to these
costs, you can also dedwd
travel expenses for pre-
move house-hunting trip&
Also deductible now, are
tempo*, Jylea *Verne"
yo to 30 iVsysl at the new
job localise. In adon. ex-
dinhirir *Si el 'Ntate
commessioes, mortgage
cods, and limier Items in-
curred in buy* or selling
your home, or setting a
lease am IIVOMI d4pdoctilde.
The rnaximum deduction
for these newly added
categories h S2.500. No
mote than 31.000 of lhal can
be for hosseAusiting and
temporary Ix* *senses.
These benefits now apply to
the sell-employed as well as
to employees. To gorily for
these deductions your new
lob the mesa be at least SO
miles away. The old
requirement was 20 miles.
- 404.4ae•
de ION* you la the 0 of
real estate, please phew* or
drop hi at KAMM -
IlltithiAN REAL ESTATT,
407 Maple St., Murray.
Phone 7S3-44St Wets bete
SEVENTY ACRES, 2
miles East of Far-
mington on Highway
121. 50 acres tillable.
Three bedroom mobile
home. City utilities. Call
1445-2502.
54 ACRES MORE or less.
Approximately 44 acres
In cultivation. Modern 3
bedroom home. Metal
tool shed. Deep well.
About 8 miles North of
Murray. Price 138,500.
Call 753-8623.








and air. Nice neigh-
borhood. Call ,David Hill,
753-9562, 753-8917, 753-
7380, or 753-1918.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick near Stella on 1 acre
wooded lot with 30 x 30
shop. Call 753-7785.
THREE BEDROOM home,
20 acres of land. Located
about 5 miles east of
Fairdealing, near
Jonathan Creek, off High-
way 68. Call 5274756.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2























carport, central air and
heat, gas, low 30's. Call
753-2485.
TWO STORY house in
good condition. Plenty of
room. In town, under
$12,000. Call 753-3672.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city' limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, doilble wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
FOUR BEDROOM brick
with full size basement. 2




rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.
$26,500, 401 N. 10th St. 753-
0690
11111111111111
BM YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 438-5335 after 5:00
p.m. '






work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to
New Concord. Gravel,
white rock and top soil
delivered anywhere.
Call Roes, 436-2505, open
7days a week.
_PLUM:ONG OR Electric,




5A4 IN "THE PAST, MY OPINIONS ARE







new. Run 4 races. $595.
Street-trail Honda
SL350, 2 cylinder, 660




XR75, hot cam, pipe,








4 ply polyester. White
wall your choice A78x13,
C78x13 or E78x14 one
low price $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE tax. Your
choice G78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price





plus $2.67 FE tax. Your
choice GR78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
Wide ones 4 ply
premium nylon with
white raised letters,
your choice G70114" or
G60114" one low price
$25.95 plus $2.97 FE tax.
Truck tires highway
tread 6 ply 700x15"
premium grades $22.54
plus $2.80 FE tax.
750x16" 8 ply premium
grade $29.15 plus $3.59.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
TN.
49 User Car r,
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jima Clark
or Sherry Ftayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
272 FORD F-100, 1968
Chevy. Both 1/2 ton
pickups. Low mileage.
Call 753-8821.











with black vinyl top,
mag wheels and tape
player, $850. Call 435-
4383.
19118 BUICK 4 door, 1968
Pontiac Catalina, 2 door
hardtop, 1988 Pontiac
Grand Prix, 2 door
hardtop. 1967 Olds











power and air, bucket
seats, factory tape.
$2,800. Sharp. Call 753-
7975.
1968 FORD CORTINO, 4
speed, 4 cylinders, easy
on gas. Call 753-8277.
1971 JEEP CJ5, 225 V-6,
8,000 pound FTO winch.
High flotation tires. Call
365-3806.
1973 SKYLARK CUSTOM
Buick, 350 cubic inch
engine, power steering,
power disc brakes, air
conditioning, automatic,





TEREY custom, 4 door,
local, one owner, low
mileage, yellow, black





Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, % mile














of color and materials.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.m.
or weekends.
-








Fir Csamplete Red Weft or bodies Service





patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-
/1647.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
borne and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.





























Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe
work, or trucking needs.
Phone Aurora, 354-8138





Call 753-4124, South 4th







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.








efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 7534605.
SHALL HOME repairs
and alterations. Cell 436-
2476 evenings.
WILL DO Babysitting, 106
South 13th, Call 753-0305.
WILL DO Baby sitting in
Murray at my home. For
more information call 435-
4521.







lho City of norm will accept bids on
curb sod gutter constrection Ii be
Douglas Community it tbe City Clerk's of-
fice in City Nell until 5 p.m. es Jewary 22,
1976. Design specification nay he ob-
tained at do clerk's Wks.
FOR RENT (by the month) 1,600 square foot
shop area plus approximately 1,000 square foot
office and lobby area. Has central beat and air
throughout, electrically operated overhead shop
door, good well water, 2 baths, wall to wall car-
peting in the three (3) offices and lobby. Situated
on a two acre tract, 31/2 miles Southwest of
Murray at the intersection of Ky. 783 and Ky.
1560. Available immediately.
FOR SALE OR LEASE...3-BEDROOM FRAME
HOME (with aluminum siding), located at 206
Maple Street, within 2 blocks of downtown. Has
hardwood floors, storm doors, recently repain-
ted inside and out. Outstanding condition.
PRICE REDUCED on the 50' x 80' METAL
BUILDING an a large commercially zoned lot in
the city limits of Murray. Has overhead doors in
front and back, large office area and one bath
completed and one additional bath roughed-tn.
3-BEDROOM FRAME (With masonite siding)
recently remodeled inside and outside. Situated
on a one acre tract 21/2 miles West of Almo
Heights on Ky. 484. Has a good well, fruit trees,
outbuildings and a basement. New plumbing,
new wiring, new paneling, new carpeting
throughout. Immediate possession.
LARGE OLDER FRAME HOME divided into
one 7-room and bath apartment plus one 3-room
and bath apartment. At the rear of the property
Is a separate concrete block and frame building
divided into one 3-room and bath apartment plus
one 4-room and bath apartment. Located at 710
Poplar Street, new downtown business section of
Murray. Good revenue producer.
FOR RENT.. .Two bedroom duplex ipartment
(furnished), just outside the city limits of
Murray. Couple or one individual only.
190 ACRE CATTLE FARM, located ap-
proximately 13 miles Southeast of Murray, near
New Concord community. Has a 3-bedroom 12' x
70' Mobile Home, deep well, several out-
buildings, some fencing, long road frontage.
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a
se acre lot in Fairview Acres Subdivision. Has a
living room, kitchen-family room combination,
utility room, single car garage, 1/2 baths, cen-
tral heat and air, wall to wall carpet, community
water system.
NEARLY COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK
HOME in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision, 2 miles
Southeast of Murray. Has a shady corner lot, city
water, central heat and air, wall to wall car-
peting, 1/2 baths, family room, single car
garage.
•,
NICE 2-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 1307 Over-
by. Has wall to wall carpeting, draperies, dish-
washer, chain link fence around the backyard, 9'
x 10' metal storage building.
COMPACT 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME (with
aluminum siding) located on a125' x 135' corner
Lot in the Cherry Corner community. Must be
seen to be appreciated.
65 ACRES OF INEXPENSIVE LAND. Located
approximately 15 miles Southeast of Murray on
Grubbs Road. Has approximately 18-20 acres
tendable, fences on 3 sides, long road frontage,
salvageable 2-bedroom frame home. Needs
cleaning up, but priced accordingly.
50 ACRES LEVEL LAND, with approximately
25-30 acres in cultivation. Has a good sized tobac-
co barn, approximately 1,000 ft. blacktop fron-
tage, several good building sites.
LARGE STORE BUILDING with 2 additional
metal garage buildings, plus a 9-room and bath
apartment over the store building. Situated on a
one acre tract of land in the heart of Kirksey. Im-
mediate possession and priced far below
replacement cost.
8 ACRE COMMERCIAL TRACT, just outside the
city limits of Murray on US441 North. Has ap-
proximately 300 ft. blacktop frontage.
6 ROOM, 2 BATH FRAME HOME (with asbestos
Min) located on a 90' x 200' deep lot on Ky.
121, oighmig, just one mile from Murray. Has
good well water, some carpeting, draperies in-
cluded. Peiced at only $6,500.
67 ACRES FARMLAND, with approximately 25-
30 acres tendable, tobacco barn, large stock
pond. Located in Henry Courdy, Tn. ap-
proximately 13 miles Southwest of Murray.
10' x 40' FURNISHED MOBILE HOME. Has one
bedroom, living room, kitchen and bath. Com-
pletely setup and ready for occupancy. Solid con-
crete block foundation, community water
system, field lines and septic tank installed,
large wooded lot. Price $4,500.
5 ADJOINING RESIDENTIAL LOTS,
measuring approximately 100' x 375' each.
Owner will sell one or all. Located on US-641, 5
miles South of Murray.
375 ACRE CATTLE FARM. Has 175 acres Len-
dable, with 125 acres in river bottom land. Long
road frontage, 310 acres fenced, several out-
buildings spaced around the property.
EXTRA NICE 3-BEDROOM SPLTT LEVEL
LAKE HOME of redwood and white brick con-
struction. Has wall to wall carpeting, central
heat and air, dishwasher, range and refrigerator
Included, fireplace in the family room, 2 full
baths, extra large utility room, two wooden
decks overlooking the lake. Situated on a large
lot overlooking Cypress Creek, at Shamrock
Resort.
16 ADJOINING LAKE AREA LOTS in Center
Ridge Subdivision. Several have nice shade trees
that provide a good building site. Owner will sell
one or all.
MOBILE HOME LOT on Pottertown Road (Ky.
280) approximately 3 miles from Murray, near
the new East Elementary School. Has city
water, septic tank and field lines already on the
property.
3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME AT 2210
Gatesborough Circle. Has a foyer, living room
with a dining ell, large kitchen with built-iris and
additional dining space, family room with
fireplace, sun room with louvred windows,
master bedroom with a large walk-in closet,
utility room, double car garage, patio with a
natural gas grill, large lot.
Residential lots throughout the county, Choose
from Sherwood Forest, lUngswood, Lynnwood
Estates, Fairview Acres, Mardi Estates, Pine
Bluff Shores, Keniana Shores, Holiday Hills,
Panorama Shores, Lakewood Shores, Center
Ridge, Raspberry Subdivision, etc.
2-Bay Service Station located at 4th and Elm St
To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!
_Fulton Young Realty„, Inc.,
Office Hours: 8:39 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Saturday Nome Phones: 408 South 4th Street
Fulton E. Young-753-494e lskm..l %woo - 753-3744
Licensed In Kentucky and Tennessee
Mame 753-7333
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Funerals
Dean W. Barnes Is
Dead At Age 70;
Funeral Friday
Dean W. Barnes of Ten-
nessee Ridge, Tenn., died
Monday at Winchester, Va. He
was 70 years of age and a
former resident of Calloway
County.
The deceased was a
mechanic by trade when
living in Calloway County. He
retired as maintenance
engineer with the Fisher Body
Company, Detroit, Mich. He
was born October 31, 1905, at
Calvert City.
survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Thelma Scott Barnes, Ten-
nessee Ridge, Tenn.; one
daughter, Mrs. Shirley A.
Workman, Hazel Park, Mich.;
one stepdaughter, Mrs.
Florence H. White, Lebanon
Church, Va.; two sons, G. W.
Barnes, Rochester, Mich., and
Dean Barnes, Jr., Ferndale,
Mich.
Also surviving are four
sisters, Mrs. Gertie Pugh,
Providence, Mrs. Hattie May
Crum, Paducah, Mrs. Nina
Alvey, LaCenter, and Miss
Halley Barni;s, Mayfield; one--
brother, Earvin Barnes,
Calvert City; eleven grand-
children; five great grand-
children.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. John
Farah officiating. Burial will
be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Gary W.
Barnes, Michael Workman.
Jerry W. Steele, S. M. (Chug)
White, Paul M. White, and
Lesley Nash.
Friends may call at the





Woodfin Hutson, Sr., are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. David
Roos officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White playing the
organ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Fred Workman, L D. Miller,
Herbert Perry, John Keel, R.
A. Shaer, and Buron Jeffrey.
Burial will be in the Highland
Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mr. Hutson, age 93, died
Tuesday at 12:45 p.m. at the
Puryear Nursing Home,
Puryear, Tenn. His wife, Mrs.
Nelle Moore Hutson, died in
1963. He was an educator in
Kentucky and Missouri for
over fifty years and was a
member of the First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Survivors are one son, Dr.
Woodfin Hutson, Murray; one
stepson, Marvin Hartsfield,
Mayfield; one step daughter,
Mrs. Glynda Harris,
Paducah; one sister, Mrs. L.
S. Bates, Humboldt, Tenn.;





Daniel T. Nichols of Kirksey
Route One, died Wednesday at
2:30 p. m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital. He was 71
years of age.
The deceased was a former
resident of Michigan. Born
April 21, 1904, in Tennessee, he
was the son of the late
Christopher and Lena Nichols.
Mr. Nichols is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Charles
Irvan of Kirksey Route One;
three stepsons, Charles
Whitaker of Pocahontas, Ark.,
Dee Roy Whitaker and
Lawrence Whitaker, both of
Michigan; fourteen grand-
children.
Funeral services will be
held tonight (Thursday) at
eight p. m. at the chapel of the
Linn Funeral Horne, Benton.
The body will then be
transferred to the Hoperoft
Funeral Home, Hazel Park,
Mich., where services will be
held at one p m. Monday.
tkuTariiiti 'he in the "Wile
Chapel Cemetery near Troy,
Mich.
Friends may call today and
tonight at the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton.
r‘
ICY SITE—An old building on the north side of Chicago is coated with ice after
firemen poured water on the structure while extinguishing a blaze in sub-freezing
temperatures. Man at right is clearing ice from the front of a neighboring building.
Carroll Tells Legislature He
Won't Accept Busing Mandates
By Bill Hendrick
Associated Press Writer
Frankfort, Ky. (AP) — As
Gov. Julian Carroll told a joint
session of the Kentucky
legislature that he would not
accept "senseless mandates
upon our state such as forced
busing," a crowd of antibusing
demonstrators just outside
'nearly drowned out hit words
with their shouts.
"Hell no, we won't bus," the-
pr otestors, es tiouited..-at.-.
between 100 and 200, shouted
Wednesday night, stamping
their feet and creating a din
that could be heard
throughout the capitol
building.
It was loudest, however, in
the House chamber, where
Carroll spoke.
The governor stressed
austerity and responsibility in
government in his address,
but he also touched i,riefly on
the busing issue, which has
made Louisville a hotbed of
the antibusing movement.
The protestors, who drove
the 50 miles from Louisville in
rainy, snowy weather to
participate in the demon-
stration, had planned to stay
outside the capitol building.
They were Invited inside
because of the inclement
weather.
Once inside, however, they
gathered in front of the House
chamber. Just moments after
Carroll entered the House, the
shouting began. Carroll
appeared to ignore it, but later
told reporters he was disap-
pointed at the actions of the
demonotrators.
"Obviously I am disap-
pointed in their actions,
particularly when you are
speaking in their interests,"
Carroll said as he was hustled
to his office by security men
after the speech.
Inside, the governor con-
tinued talking.
"We went to every length we
could to make sure they were
given all the courtesies," he
said. "We set up speakers
outside. But tonight when such
a small crowd showed up,
compared to last night, they
were invited inside and there
were no speakers set up."
The demonstrators, who
Case For Coal As Energy Relief Explained At Meeting
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP ) —
The case for coal as a source
of relief for the nation's
energy problems was ex-
plained at Wednesday's
session of the 4th Annual
Energy Resource Conference.
The 120 persons attending
the meeeting heard William L.
Short, secretary of the State
Development cabinet declare
that "coal is truly Kentucky's
ace in the hole.
"We must have the ability
and the willingness to utilize
coal because it will largely
determine the energy future of
the nation," Short said.
"It is a critical issue for
Kentucky, the nation, and the
world that we focus on coal,"
he added.
The conference, sponsored
by the University of Kentucky
Enegineering College and the
State Institute for Mining and
Minerals Research, received
several technical papers
dealing with coal utilization.
Other papers will be presented
at today's closing session.
Short told the group that
Kentucky needs growth in
employment and personal
income and added "a no-
growth attitude is totally
unacceptable to me and to this
( state) administration.
''We need balanced growth;
quality firms that can pay
good wages. We can have that
side by side with en-
vironmental quality," Short
added.
He said natural gas supplies
"probably will never again be
adequate to meet all our
desired , uses," and Short
added "there are limits on
crude oil refining capacity."
Short said coal must be used
"as slowly as possible," and
said "coal has been the
favorite whipping boy of the
ecologist. Some segment of
the industry has shown too
little regard for the public
welfare, but that should not
blind us to the need for fair-
ness," he added.
Support for Short's position
came at a luncheon session
from Damon Harrison, State
Energy Commissioner.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.5, down 0.3.
Below dam 324.4, up 0.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.5,
down 0.4.
Below dam 332.2, up 1.2.
Sunset 4:56. Sunrise 7:10.
Moon sets 10:02 p. m., rises
Thursday 10:43 a. m.
M CLUB MEET
The M Club will meet tonght
(Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Restaurant. All
members are urged to attend,
said Dr. Richard Stout,
president.
Spokesman Says First Steps
Taken On Demo Investigation
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A Republican spokesman says
the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance finally has
taken the first step towards in-
vestigating alleged violations
In a Democratic fund raising
drive in Pike County.
Larry Van Hoose, state GOP
executive director, said Wed-
nesday after a hearing that
the move, "however
haltingly," offers an op-
portunity to find out what hap-
pened in the final weeks
before Democratic Gov.
Julian .Carroll's election last
November. •-•
Van Hoose was one of four
witnesses heard by the
registry, which is responsible
for overseeing the state
Corrupt Practices Act.
Van Hoose, who had de-
manded an investigation, filed
a formal complaint asking for
the inquiry. He and other Re-
publicans based their request
on a story last Thanksgiving
day by Kyle Vance of the
Louisville Courier-Journal.
That article said that as
much as $500,000 may have
been solicited from strip mine
operators in Pike County in a
few weeks, and Vance in-
dicated if reports he heard
were true a number of election
laws have been violated.
But Vance declined on the
grounds of confidentiality to
reveal his sources or identify
people connected with the al-
leged:VW solicitations.
Diltiotfatt
indicated in a report to the
registry earlier they had
raised only about $25,000.
The registry, composed of
three Democrats and two Re-
publicans, seemed unsure of
which direction to take during
its first such hearing under
strengthened authority.
David Beckman, a Republi-





"This is an unusual body,"
he said. "We should subpoena
more people involved and find
out what happened."
On the other hand, the
Democrat Stanley Chauvin
cautioned against excessive
zeal in any investigation.
"I'm concerned that we're
going to go off on a witch hunt
If we're not careful," he said.
Beckman's resolution to
subpoena more witnesses was
watered down and as things
stood at the end of the 142-hour
hearing three persons will be
invited to testify.
They are State Democratic
Chairman Howard (Sonny)
Hunt, State Sen. Kelsey
Friend, D-Pikeville and John
Jack Adkins, a Pike County
coal operator.
The registry planned to
meet soon and polish its
strategy in the case.
Van Hoose told the mem-
bers at one point that "we're
not here because we lost the
election," but to help preserve
a two-party system under
completely free elections.
At one point Van Hoose testi-
fied that inspectors visited the
coal and lumber operation of
tubteetatoiiar hointrree
Robert Gable shortly before
the November election, sup-
posedly to check on pollution
matters Van /loose implied
this MIS a mild form of
political harrassment
"We must use this coal,"
said Harrison. "We have a 400-
year reserve of coal but that
doesn't matter a damn unless
you get it out of the ground and




division of judicial training in
the state Justice Depart-
ment's bureau of training will
conduct a Probate Law and
Procedure Seminar Jan. 28-29
at the Holiday Inn East on
Hurstbourne Lane in
Louisville.
The seminar is opened to all
court-related personnel and
areas of instruction will in-
clude wills, probate ad-
ministration, surety
problems, special problems
facing court clerks and other
selected topics.
Instructors for the seminar
are Homer Parrent III, the
Hon. W. Allen Schmitt and the
Hon. Marlin M. Volz, all
professors in the University of
Louisville School of Law;
Randolph Noe, a Louisville
attorney and author of Ken-
tucky Probate Methods; and
Ms. Dorothy Winfield, Jef-
ferson County Deputy Court
Clerk.
Sessions will begin at 9 a.m.
both days and there is no
tuition fee. For further in-
formation contact the Hon. A.






Kentuckians from 16 to 21
years of age are eligible to
participate in the 1976 Ear-
thwatch Scholarship
Program, a competition
whose winners take part in
scientific field research
projects. The scholarship
winners will be assigned next
summer to various kinds of
scientific projects in this
country or over seas.
The national program, now
in its fourth year, is open to
any young person interested.
Scholarship competitiors are
asked to answer questions
about their academic interests
and educational goals.








1827 Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
The deadline for the 1979
competition is Feb. 18, 1976.
State scholarship winners will
be announced in March;
national winners will be
named in April
• 
In the presidential election Of
IV( since no candidate re-
ceived a majority of the elec-
toral votes, the decision went to
the House of Representatives,
which elected John Quincy
Adams
A
He said "there is a gap" in
nuclear energy production
and that "if we don't fill that
gap there will be brown-outs in
1980."
Michael Hartman of the
Federal Energy Adminis-
tration told the meeting
"there is no such thing as a
perfect site for an energy
facility...
"The western states are
rather adamant that they will
not allow any large energy
development there until there
is a federal policy."
Discussing the rights of
landowners as opposed to
those of mineral rights
holders, Dr. Margaret E.
Greenbaum of the Institute
For Mining and Minerals
Research said "this is a
touchy topic in Kentucky.
"It is a question of who gets
most of the profits—the
mining firm or the surface
owner," she said.
Barry Bingham, Jr., editor
and publisher of the Louisville
Courier Journal and Times,
spoke on "the press and the
energy industry," saying the
industry had been "secretive
and suspicious of publicity."
"The press makes
mistakes," he added "but we
do admit them."
Almost the only recognititon
of the energy problem, the
speaker declared, "is that
Detroit has gotten into the




ministrator, was to open
today's session at 9:00 a.m.
milled around the capitol until
time for the speech, were not
invited inside the House
chamber, where only those
with proper credentials were
allowed.
"The problem started
because they couldn't hear
me," Carroll said. "I wish
they had been able to listen
because it was very important
what I said.
"When they get back home
and hear what was said they
will he -satisfied, they will
understand," he said.
Later, when a state
legislator sympathetic to the
antibusing movement ex-
plained Carrolls speech, the
demonstrators cheered.
Several, however, shouted
they would return to Frank-
fort as often as necessary until
busing for integration is en-
ded.
It was the second
demonstration in as many
days in this capital city, but
much smaller than the one on
Tuesday. An estimated 2,000
to 3,000 persons participated
in that march, after which six
anti-busing leaders met with
Pie governor.
A federal judge ordered
Louisville area schools
desegregated last fall under a
plan that required more than
22,000 pupils to be bused to
achieve a racial balance in the
merged Louisville-Jefferson
County school system.
Carroll has filed suit in U.S.
District Court in Louisville
asking that the federal gover-
nment be forced to pay for
court ordered busing.
He told reporters in his of-
fice Wednesday night there
was nothing the legislature
could do to end busing, but he
did say there would be no
money in his proposed budget
to support busing in Jefferson
County.
He said he had no idea when
his proposed budget would be
completed.
Bill Kellerman, a
spokesman for the protestors,
said about 200 participated.
He said more would have
shown up had it not been for
the inclement weather.
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BURNSIDE, Ky. (AP) — The
acting mayor of Burnside,
Bryan May Muffett, quit
Monday after only 34 dayt in
the job.
Muffett said he was giving
up the post because it r.uIres
more time than he co ve
it, and suggested Um tdwn
should have a full-time mayor.
Harris Rakesstraw, Jr., was
named mayor pro tern until a
new acting mayor could be
chosen at a Thursday night
council meeting. Muffett had
been named to serve the
remainder of David Massie's
term. Massie resigned Dec. 2,
but did not give any reason.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
January 8, 1976
Kett , Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 11 Buying Stations
Receta: Act. 436 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts 9IIy 1.50 Higher Sows 1.00-1.50
Higher
US 14 31164311  150.7541.00
US 1-3 X94191ba. 
US 14 9/194901be. 
US 3-4350-110 the. $411111-0.41
Sows
US 1-2270-11011g. 130.61541.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. $36.500.00
US 1-3400410th. 139.0040.11
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